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Students look forward to campus life 
Parents say goodbyes to freshman class 
By Kellie Huttes 
Campus Life Repor1er 
Surrounded by piles of boxes and loads of 
clothes. parents hugged their sons and daughters 
goodbye as they took their first steps out into the 
real world this past week. 
Official dorm life began at 7:30 a.m. last 
Wednesday for new residents and by Thursday 
parent~ and students expressed their party-school 
fears and anticipations for the coming year. 
It was a biucrswcct farewell for Dick and 
Cheryl Lconardson of Rockford as they saw their 
~on Paul off at Neely Hall in Brush Towers la.~, 
week. Both Lconardsons expressed concern about 
the reputation of SIUC. 
"Paul was a late-in-life baby and we've had 
him all to ourselves for a long time." Mrs. 
Lconardson said. 
"The peer pressure of drinking s:ares us a lot. 
although Paul is independent. we feel like we've 
Josi all parental control already." 
Peter Pulcini. a father of an SIUC student from 
Chicago. was not worried about the image of the 
school or the happenings of his daughter. LiL 
"I think this party-school stuff is a bunch of 
b.s . ."' he said. 
"I've preached safety (to Liz) and I"m willing 
to take my cbam:es that my job as a parent has 
paid off up until now:· 
Pulcini said SIUC is academically acclaimed 
and people should recognize that rather than the 
wild side. 
Tunic Brannan. mother of a sophomore from 
Eldred. said she and her husband were a little 
apprehensive about s1uc·s image. but think their 
1l:1111!htcr can handle herself. 
late," Brannan said. 
"It helps you settle down when you're older." 
Sgt. Steve Ellis, second shift supervisor of the 
SIUC police, said although the Unh·ersity has a 
partying image, it is not all concentrated here. 
He said even though most drinking occurs off 
campus, SIUC police assist Carbondale police 
and enforce any and all laws. 
Ellis advises students not to drink if they are 
underage because they face a $250 ticket and 
potential writc-u;, to judicial affairs. Students can 
receive University punishment if deemed 
necessary. 
He also said one mistake students make is to 
walk around with open alcohol containers. 
There arc about 40 SIUC police that patrol 
campus and it~ surro;mding area.~. 
Carrie Day, a freshman from Oswego. said any 
campus is going to have it~ share of panics and 
she ha.~ no fear of the SIUC reputation. 
''I wa.~ down here a lot la.,t year and am really 
looking forward to Halloween."' she said. 
Melissa Zipfel. a freshman from Red Bud. said 
although everybody panics, Carbondale should 
not be blamed for student~· doings. 
"It's not the city's or the school's responsibility 
of the student's social actions," she said. 
Gus Bode 
"She wa.~ a pany girl at home and I don"t think 
she·ll learn anything here (pany wise) she didn·t 
already know at home:· she said ... We ha\·c this 
mono. 'If it's not life threatening. you•11 get over 
it:·· 
"When you're young you need to get out and 
enjoy spending time on the strip and staying up Gus says welcome to partying 1011 
Staff Photo by Shirley Gioia 
Students returned to campus In droves during the weekend with car 
loads of valuai>les. Kendra Ducksteln, a freshman from Park Ridge, 
plies her belongings outside Neely Hall Saturday afternoon. 
Official to determine accountability 
Staff Photo by J. Bebar 
Funeral services for seven of the eight 
children killed In the fire at 424 E. Oak 
St. were held Friday at Greater GIiiespie 
Temple Church. 
By Erick J.B. Enriquez and Connie Fritsche 
Senior Repor1er/Slaff Repor1er 
As the city of Carbondale recovers from the tragic 
fire that claimed the li\·cs of eight children, Jackson 
• County State's Attorney Mike Wcpsicc must today 
decide whether someone should be held accountable 
for the deaths. 
The decision to press charges will be made by 
Wepsiec at the Carbondale City Hall at 11 :00 a.m. 
today. 
Police and firefighters dispatched to •!24 E. Oak St. 
Aug. 14 found the bumcd bodies of eight children. 
Carlton Simon, 5 mo .• Carlika Simon. 16 mo .• 
Clifton Simon Jr .• 3. Joseph McDani..:I. 3. Sherice 
McDaniel, 4, Elisha Fonder, 3, Antwcne Sanders. 5, 
and Lafcsca Gates, 7, dh:d in the blaze. 
Camilla Foulks. 25. mother of three of the children 
and resident of the home. w:i~ belie\'ed to be gone for 
two hours prior to the fire being reponed. 
Wcpsiec ~aid a few items must be considered before 
any action is taken. 
"First, has a crime been commiued?" he said. 
"Second.' if a criminal law has been violated, the 
thoughtful prosecutor must ask. 'Who ha.~ violated that 
lawT 
"Once that question is answcn.-d, I must ask myself, 
.'Can I prove in coun beyond a rea.~nable doubt with 
see FIRE, page 5 
4th Annual Job Fair Woodstock revisited: Opinion !:¥:aa:~s, 
-See page4 helps students find good, bad times felt 
-
Comics 
employment by participants 
-See page22 
: ❖:❖'.•,· l 
Classified 
-Story on page 3 -Story on page B -See page 23 Sunny High 85 
Board approves thought 
of athletic fee increase 
By Marc Chase 
Senior Repor1er 
The SIU Board of Trustees 
approved the idea of a future 
athletic fee increase on the long-
range planning agenda for SIUC at 
their last meeting of the summer 
session. 
The Board pas.,;cd the 1994-1995 
SIUC Productivity Report, which 
contained the proposed athletic fee 
increa.~e that was created by SIUC 
President John C. G:.iyon, at their 
ml-cling July 14. 
Unlike the original $40 athletic 
fee increa.~c that Guyon proposed. 
which students voted against in a 
referendum last spring, the new 
proposal would increase the 
campus-wide :::thlctic fee by $30 
over a two-year period. 
According to the productivity 
repon, the proposal would increase 
the athletic fee from the current fee 
of $76 in the 1994-199S fiscal year 
to $92 in the 1995-1996 fiscal year. 
By the 1996-1997 fiscal year, the 
athletic fee would be SI 06. 
Team spirit pulls 
volleyball players 
together In practice 
-Story on page 25 
The University recommended the 
fee increase because of cutbacks in 
state funding of athletic programs. 
Don Wil~on, vice chancellor for 
financial affairs, said the enactment 
of the new increase has not been 
approved by the trustees, and it ha.~ 
not been detennincd when it will be 
subject to approval or disappro\·al. 
"The Board has only approved 
President Guyon's proposal of the 
athletic fee incrca.,;c on a long-term 
planning basis," Wilson said. "This 
means the increase is not official 
and must be voted on later by the 
Board of Trustees." 
Ross Hodel, deputy director of 
the Illinois Board of Higher 
Education, said the board) position 
is that universities not raise student 
fees to make up for a lack of state 
funding for programs such as 
athletics. 
"We (the board) asked the 
University to consider other 
alternatives to raising student fees,'" · 
Hodel said. "Some of these 
see FEES, page 5 
·Pumped: Salukls 
ready for season 
under Watson's wing 
-Story on page 28 
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I 40 couKsE ~~ · a step in the B,fC,t Tti.fCIIIJIJL .fPECML ~r I right ·direction Ne\VS\V_rap . 
~ OFF LEARN TO SKYDIVE! 2 · 8 . ARCHWAY sKY01v1NG CENTRE s· •,~ world ' BOSNIAN ARMY OUSTS MUSLIM REBELS-SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina-Thousands of refugees fled from 
nonhwes1Cm Bosnia into Cro:iti:i Sunday as Bosnian anny forces routcd 
Muslim rebels from the Bihac pocket. The government conquest of all of 
the Bihac pocket was a significant victory for the Bosnian anny's 5th 
Corps. The next question is how the 5th Corps will fare against the Seib 
forces from the Banja Luka region abutting the pocket 
City Airport- Vandalia, IL u I 1-618-283-4978 1-800-344-4764 I 901./ILES NORTH ON-SI" 
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SMOKERS 
Be Paid For · 
1. Research Participation or 
2. Quit Smoking Research 
Call SIUC Smoking Cessation Program between 10 am & 5 pm 
• GEMOtOGIST 
453-3561 453-3527 
Engagement 
Ring 
Specialists 
~4,(J~ 
EST.1950 
Across from the Amtrack station 
400 S. ILLINOIS AVE. 
CARBONDALE. IL 62901 
618--457-5221 
THE 
~~o-t~~~~~,!it _ct.. 
FREE CJO 
SAFETY Ml> MEOIAl',lCAI. ISSPECilOS 302 W. Walnut 
($10" value) 457-4521 
WE ALSO CARRY USED BIKES & PARTS 
(up••• 9/30/941 
ANDERSON'S FURNITURE 
Welcomes SIU students with these 
great back-to-school specials ... 
Corfee Tables/End Tables 569.00 and up 
Full-Size4-piece Bedroom Suites S18995 
Table & 2 Oiairs $59.95 and u 
Couch & Chair Sets S179.95 ..,. _____ _ 
Lamps from S12.50 
Chests S-15.00 
• • 
' When you place an ad with the 
Daily Et[yptinn 
Call.536-3311 
and place your 
ad today. 
CUBANS IGNORE NEW IMMIGRATION POLICY -
MIAMI-A day after a stunning change in U.S. immigration policy 
intended to shut down the mounting exodus of Cubans heading for 
Florida on homemade boats, the flood of refugees continued unabated 
Saturday. Even as President Clinton was announcing a package of 
measures aimed at ratcheting up the pressure on Cuban President Fidel 
Castro-including banning all cash remittances to Cuba and placing new 
restrictions on flights-the U.S. Coast Guard was rescuing more than 8(i() 
Cubans in the Florida Straits. 
AIRPORT SOURCE OF EMBARRASSMENT -
OSAKA, Japan-Two weeks before lhc opening of a futuristic ailport on 
an island in Osaka Bay, more than 10,CXX) residents of lhe surrounding 
area got a sneak preview of the facility Sunday. However, red-faced 
airport officials h:ivc announced th:it when lhc facility begins operations 
Sept. 4, the number of international flights will fall far below 
expectations, and "it will be extremely difficult" for the ailport to meet its 
goal of gelling into lhc black by its fifth year. 
EXTORTION INCREASING IN POLAND CAPITAL-
-· · · WARSAW-For more lhan a month, a gang of thugs, many with lengthy 
us"--"•-- criminal records and alleged tics to organized crime, have terrorized 
restaurant and store owners in Old Town, the capital's historic center and 
the cobblestoned home to its most popular restaurants and galleries. The 
gangsters, contemptuous of police, have demanded money-in some 
cases :housands of dollars-and reactcd violently when turned away. 
nation 
HEALTH REFORM UNLIKELY THIS VEAR -
WASHINGTON -As President Clinton and members of Congress 
search for some kind of consensus on health care reform, they find 
themselves stumped by a seemingly insoluble political equation: The 
potential are.is or agreement range from slim to none. The probability or a 
major health care rcfonn bill becoming law this year appears increasingly 
minuscule. And while many participants in the debate arc willing to let 
the refonn effort cxpirc,it would be a biucr pill for Clinton, who has made 
,1 health care refonn the cornerstone or his domestic policy agenda. 
, SIGHTINGS OF EXTINCT COUGAR REPORTED-
SWIFI' RUN GAP, Va.- On the East Coast, cougars supposedly were 
cxtcnninated a century ago by fanners and bounty hunters, except for a 
few in Florida. Reported sightings of the secretive cats never died, 
though-and recently have been surging. Maryland, Virginia and West 
Virginia wildlife officials don't dispute th:it some people h:ivc seen the 
sl~k. tawny creatures that purr like a tabby, weigh 200 pounds or more 
DRUNK DRMNG DOESN'T I full-grown and can kill prey several times their size. 
JUSTKILLDRUNKDRIVERS. SHIPYARD T(? EXPO.RT ~UBMARINES 
Alo,izo Drakt, killrd 3117191 at WASHINGTON-Whale _the ~avy ~ ~unding alanns about th~ threat 
10:53pm on Robbins Rd. I/arrest ,tL posed by numerous nations acqu1s1uon of modern submarines, a 
Next time your frie~d insists.on · Miss~ippi shipyard is negotiating to sell.two dicscl•J>?W~ submari~es 
drivinlf drunk, do whatcwr it take3 to to Egyp~ Ir the .sa!c goes !hmugh, th~ Umtcd Sl:!les will JOIO the growing 
stop him. Because if he kills innocent ranks of industrialized nauons markeung submarines-a form or weapons 
people, how will you lr,e with yourself? proliferation th:it could enable small nations to block key waterways or 
rRl[NOS DO~ T lfT rRl[NOS DRIVE ORU~K 
interfere with surface operations. 
JUSTICES DISCUSS COURT FRATERNITY -
WASHINGTON- Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O'Connor told a 
California conference last week about some of the justices' more 
whimsical actions. In an equally candid talk, Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg 
told a judicial conference in Denver that the barbs Justice Antonin Scalia 
and David H. Souter exchange in opinions belie their friendly fraternity. 
The two recent speeches by the coun's only female justices offered a 
detailed and intimate picture of the Supreme Court, a place where sccrccy 
is usually the watchword. · 
-frcm Dally Egyptian wire services 
Accuracy Desk 
·1r readers spot an error in a news article, they can contact the Daily 
Egyptian Accuracy Desk at 536-3311, extension 233 or 228. · 
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Fair play: Students find campus jpb opportunitif!S 
By Charlotte Rivers 
Campus Life Editor 
Despite a few similarities. 
stmlcnt worker positions on SJUC's 
campus vary in many ways as the 
Uni,·crsity employs more than 
6.200 students on campus in jobs 
ranging from administrative office 
work to mck-climbing instruction. 
Twenty-seven pot~ntial campus 
employers participated Friday in 
the 4th Annual Joh Fair at the 
Student Center. attended hy an 
estimated 2,500 students. 
.Michael Dolan. a junior in 
engineering from Peoria. said he 
wants to work on campus because 
it is a wav to familiarize himself 
with the u·nivcrsitv. 
··1 have cla.~scs f1ere alreadv and I 
thou!!ht it would he fun t; work 
here~ too."' he said ... h's my first 
year here: and it's a way to meet 
more people. I'm going to look 
;m1und lat the job fair) and sec 
,,·hat"s available:· 
it will save time. 
"It's easier as far as trans-
portation and studying." he said. 
About 300 students were hired 
on the spot at the at the fair. said 
Donna Williams. Financial Aid 
Office accountant. 
Almost all on-campus employers 
have some Federal Work Study 
funding. she said. 
"The Federal Work Study 
program pays 70 percent of the 
wages of eligible students.'' she 
said. "It's based on financial need 
and is a part of their financial aid 
package." 
Bill McMinn. director of 
Intramural-Recreational Sporls. 
said his program employs nearly 
300 students to fill variety of 
positions. 
"Our area also includes the 
Campus Lake, the boat dock. 
Pulliam gym and Pulliam pool and 
20 tennis court.s." he said. 
William Phillips. a junior in 
joum;11ism from Peoria. applied for 
jobs al the Student Recreation 
Center. the Daily E}/ypri1111 and 
i\lorris Lihrarv. all of which had 
tables at the fair. 
He said hm'ing an on-campus job 
will be rnnvenicnt for him because 
!\le.Minn said he did not hire any 
students at the fair because manv 
intr:unur.il sport.~ positions invol\'~ 
training and testing. such as jobs 
for lifeguards and rock-climbing 
instrucrnrs. but he will review 
applications and arrange inter-
,·icws. 
see JOBS, page 6 
Craig Newman, a junior in administration of 
justice from Morris, and Bill Olney, a 
sophomore in administration of justice, talk 
to student officer Sergeant Vincent, a senior 
in zoology from Kewanee. Newman and 
Olney participated in the SIU job fair Friday 
Staff Photo by Greg Landrum 
at the Student Center. Several hundred 
positions were filled on the spot out of an 
estimated 2,500 students who showed up. 
Many services were there to help students, 
such as financial aid and international 
programs and services. 
Legislator calls for formal review; 
chancellor position under scrutiny 
By Marc Chase been m:arly IO years since that review and the 
Senior Reporter current chancellor has announced his plans to leave. 
An Illinois lawmaker has requested SIU's Board 
of Trustees study whether the position of chancellor 
is needed m the Univcrsitv. 
Illinois Rep. Gcr.ild H:i"wkins. D-DuQuoin. asked 
the hoard Aug. I 6 to review the need for the 
position now that the current chancellor is retiring. 
SIU Chancellor James Bro,.;•n announced his 
plans to retire and to begin a search fnr his 
successor on Julv 14. 
The duties ~f chancellor include consulting 
administr:ltnr.; at both SIUC and SIUE on decisions 
of the Board of Trustees and making sure the 
interests of the hoard are upheld at the two 
c:unpuses. 
Hawkins announced lo the Daily EKYf'licm on 
July 26 his plans to review the office. and he sent a 
letter to A.D. YanMctcr. chainnan for the hoard of 
trustees. on August 19 requesting a fonnal re\'h:w. 
VanMcter was unavailable for comment 
reganling the letter he received from Hawkins. 
Hawkins is a member of the subcommittee of 
!!OVcrnance in the state legislature which is 
;evicwing university admin-istrativc positions 
slatewide. 
Hawkins said the position. created in 1979. 
should now be reviewed hy the h:gislaturc and the 
Uni\"Cr.;itv to dctcnnine the benefits of retain in!? the 
office. · -
"At the time the position of chancellor was 
created. the Board had the foresight to schedule a 
re\'iew fi,·c years later:· Hawkins said. ·•since it ha.~ 
this is a good opportunity for another review." 
Hawkins said his call for a review of the 
chancellor position is not an indication that Brown 
has done a poor job. 
"Mv call for this review is not a reflection on him 
(Brm~•n)."' Hawkins said. "However. we must be 
ever mindful of looking at ways for our t~x-payer 
supported institutions to become more efficient in 
carrvin!? out their mission:· 
TI1c ~ost-cffcctivcncss of the chancellor's office 
has also been subject to scrutiny by past 
administrators at SIUC. 
Albert Somit. former SIUC president and 
currently a professor emeritus. said retaining the 
chancellor position at the University is an example 
of the wastefulness of higher education in the state 
of lllinois. 
··11 is no secret that both the system (of higher 
cduc:ttion) and the chancellor positions at SIU. a,; 
well as other state universities, inrnlve massive and 
unnecessary expenditures." Somit said. 
According to the SIU Systems Offices Personnel 
listing. the office of the chancellor in fiscal year 
1993-1994 had ,1 total bud!!ct ofS825.052. 
According to the Illinois Board of Higher 
Education oper.itions and grants requests for fiscal 
vcar 1995. the board recommended the SIU 
chancellor's office receive about S1.8 million from 
the stale legislature. 
Somit said he is in favor of eliminating the 
see CHANCELLOR, page 6 
Defendant in stalking case 
reque~ts full list of charges 
By Benjamin Golshahr 
Staff Reporter 
A Bill of Particulars was 
requested Aug. 8 from the pros-
ecution in Jackson Countv's first 
stalking case which invol~cs two 
SIUC students. 
Douglas A. Lambert. a former 
SIUC student. has been charged 
with one count of stalking. a Cla.~s 
IV felonv, and one count of 
disorderly conduct, a Class C 
misdemeanor. 
A female SIUC student filed the 
charges, which resulted in Lam-
bert's arrest April 25. 
If convicted. Lambert could face 
up to six years in prison. Robert J. 
McCormick. his attornev. moved 
to dismiss the charees Ju~e 24 "on 
the ba.~is that the Illinois stalking 
statute is unconstitutional on its 
face." 
McCormick said the statute 
violates constitutional rights of due 
process clauses in the Fifth and 
Fourteenth Amendments and 
freedom of speech pro,·isions of 
the First Amendment of the U.S. 
Constitution. 
The Illinois statute - after a 
1993 amendment - removed 
criminal intent a~ criteria for 
stalking. 
On July 21. Jackson county 
Circuit Judge David W. Watt Jr. 
said he would not rule on the 
motion to dismiss the charges umil 
further research was dune on the 
matter and he received more 
written argument on the case. 
McCormick requested a Bill of 
Particulars from the prosecution 
Aug.8. 
This bill is like an itemized liM 
of the specific charges filed against 
the defendant. 
Exact times. places and the 
particular events surrounding the 
allegations would he made clear to 
the defense. 
State's Attorney Mike Wepsiec 
has not yet procured ,he bill and 
the trial date is still pending. He 
could not he reached for comment. 
The Illinois stalking statute is 
defined as: .. A person commit.~ 
stalking when he or she. 
knowingly and without lawful 
justification. on at least two 
separate occa.~ions follows another 
person or places the person undcr 
surveillance or anv combination 
thereof and: • 
1. at anv time transmits a threat 
to that pc;son of immediate m 
future bodily ham1. sexual assault. 
confinement or restraint; or 
2. places that person in 
reasonable apprehension nf 
immediate or future bodilv hann. 
sexual.assault, confinement or 
restraint." 
·Newspaper mixes experience with enlhusiasm1 
By Chad Anderson 
Staff Reporter 
A pair of SIUC seniors will lead 
the Daily Eg_\Jllicm staff into the 
new fall semester. 
Sanjay Seth and Sara Huls. 
named to the student-editor-in-
chicf and student advertising 
manager positions. will he respon-
sible for the student workers in 
their respective department.~. 
Seth. who is beginning his 
seventh semester on staff, was 
selected through a rigorous appli-
cation process to become student 
editor. 
Seth was selected through the 
DE Policy and Review Board. 
which sets broader DE policy and 
makes recommendations for the 
student-editor-in-chief position. 
'Tm honored, and I think the 
DE Policy and Review Board had 
confidence in my abilities to give 
me the position for the fall," Seth 
said. 
Faculty managing editor Lloyd 
Goodman described Seth as a very 
goal-oriented person. 
•·He had a definite idea of what 
he wanted· to accomplish." 
Goodman said. 
Seth plans to improve the paper · 
by getting back to and strength-
ening basics. Seth said he ha.~ the 
staff to accomplish that. 
"We have an enthusiastic staff. 
and I'm excited to be working 
with them," Seth said. 
He said one of the staff's 
strengths is a well-balanced 
Seth 
mixture of experienced editors and 
new writers. 
Goodman expressed a similar 
opinion. 
"We have people from broad department, and we felt she could 
areas of interest," Goodman said. lead the depanmcnt in a positive 
"One of the strengths is the good way," Bcrnaix said. 
level of curiosity we have on staff, Bernaix said the advertising 
and that·'s the key to being a department is off to a good start 
: successful journalist." this year with a lot of experienced 
· Sara Huls, working in her fifth people returning to the staff. 
semester on the Daily Egyptian Huls said she hopes to get more 
advertising staff, is the new businesses advertising in the Daily 
student advertising manager. Egyprian. 
Huls) duties include ensuring The Daily Egyptian has a 
the advertising department runs circulation of 27,000 and is 
smoothly and efficiently. She said distributed throughout the 
she plans to make sure deadlines Southern lllinois area. It employs 
are met, and try to be available to about 110 students throughout it.~ 
answer as many questions as departments. The paper is 
possible. published.Monday through Friday 
Sherri Bernaix, advertising during the· fall• and· spring 
director, said she believes Huls is semesters, and -Tuesday through 
the best choice for the position. Friday during the summer 
"Sara had a good grasp on the semester. 
. ·-J\_j ~ _,__:-... .... , • • . ·-"'-S.~'1.,.,"\.~.,,.,,,•.,.i.."\._~-.,";.,.'!~r-t-.. *'._.t_~~~!;~:.,':::i.:,, 
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San.jay Seth Shawnna Donovan 
And News St.'lffRcpn..."'Clll.:ltivc 
Marc Chase Christian Kennerly 
l\fanaging Editor 
Lloyd Goodman 
Faculty Jwpresent.'lth·e 
Robert Spellman 
Culture· advantage 
explored at SIUC 
SIUC STUDENTS ARE IN A UNIQUE POSITION 
when they arri\'e on campus because they are offered 
more than just a campus and a strip of local bars. Instead, 
the diversitv of 3,000 international students and scholars 
from 110 c"'ountries and 8,000 non-traditional students 
plus the natural landscape of the area gives students a 
chance to embrace one another of different cultures and 
viewpoints on and off campus. 
This college experience of meeting and learning 
from new people is a peek at the real world that 
students are preparing for. Being a part of the bigger 
picture known as a community is an advantage that 
students need to utilize. 
Students belon.g to 
bigger community 
HOTH RETURNING AND INCOMING STUDENTS 
feel the pressure of getting acquainted with new surroundings 
and classes as the fall semester gets rolling. Under these 
pressures it is all too easy to picture yourself as a single 
person in the sea of the masses. Individual problems and 
concerns take precedence as everyone tries to find a niche 
and establish a routine. 
However. students should remember there is a broader 
scope to Carbondale. Providing this reminder, albeit in a 
tragic way, was the fatal fire which claimed the lives of eight 
children in Carbondale on August 14. As the fire raged inside 
the Carbondale home local emergency personnel and 
neighbors alike tried to save the children inside. 
THE TRAGEDY OF THE SITUATION REMAINS AS 
the community mourns the loss of the children. But, the local 
efforts of firefighters and others stand as a testament of a 
community trying to work together in even the worst of 
situations. It is from these efforts that an example can be 
taken of people seeing themselves as_part of a bigger picture. 
AS STUDENTS GET COMFORTABLE WI'J;'H 
classes it is important to realize that they are not simply a 
part of SJUC, but rather part of this university and citizens of 
Carbondale as well. Being a citizen of Carbondale can be 
defined many ways, but simply being informed and involved 
with city issues is a solid beginning. Attending a city council 
meeting and registering to vote locally can do wonders for 
letting local representatives know that students are concerned 
with issues that affect them. The bar-entry age and local 
zoning changes are two prime examples. '.This kind of 
involvement will benefit not only the individual in terms of 
personal knowledge, but more importantly the community 
as a whole. 
Viewpoint 
· Carbondale dreaming in California 
I have found that certain ll"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""=====e:1 peppy SLA tells you one 
questions arc asked of me more time how great SIUC 
when people hear that I spent ~J is. you might just have to 
the summer interning for NBC : kill that person. 
News in Los Angeles. ; ; It is important to 
Did you sec O.J. Simpson? ; . . . eremy remember that what \'OU 
Yep. I squeezed the juice. are doing. what I did ai the 
ls Beverly Hills like it is on Finley beginning of the summer. 
TV? Yeah. and if you believe may be one of the most 
that. evervonc lives in an important things you learn 
apartment· complex like at college. 
Melrose Place. It is easy to be safe and 
Did you learn 10 surf? college. I felt that I had the best of not venture out of our own 
Totally, dude. both worlds. circle, and it's not easy living in a 
Then they usually wonder how J could live the coUegc life. and new place without a familiar sight 
in the world I have gone from wi~h my parents so close to me, J around you. but the old phrase. 
Malibu beach back to Campus could go home if things got rough. --what doesn·t kill vou makes vou 
beach. It's about then that my best Then suddenly. almost four stronger:· has ne;er been m·ore 
friend rolls his eyes and reminds months ago. when I found myself right. 
me that if I talk about California on a plane. the realization hit me Believe me. if a good old 
one more time. he's going to send that for a couple of months. I southern boy like me can drive 
me back there without a return wouldn't see or smell the Strip. down Sunset Strip and strike a 
address. there wouldn't be any jogging conversation with a cross-dressing • 
But it is when those questions around campus lake, or partying fruit salesperson, then you can 
are asked that I think back to that on East College Street. or begging surely live with that certain 
day when I left Carbondale to go the student workers at Morris roommate. even if he or she 
to the plane. and that sick feeling Library not to kick me out doesn't seem to understand the 
that I felt on that day - a feeling although the library was closing importance of personal hygiene. 
hundreds of freshmen arc and J had just started a paper A section from Michael 
experiencing now. Because that assigned a month before. Crichton's novel "Sphere .. also 
day for me wasn't just the first But after that first week in Los seems to make sense in new 
day of my summer, it was also my Angeles, the ache J felt when situations. 
first day away from home. thinking about home started to "Do you want to understand 
I guess we all go through become good memories, some- how Lo swim. or do you want to 
similar experiences. Almost thing to make me smile when an jump in and start swimming? 
everyone has a first kiss, just not earthquake knocked me out of Only people who are afraid of the 
all at the age of 16, almost bed. water want to understand it. Other 
everyone learns to walk, but not Anyone who tells you being on people jump in and get wet. 
aU at the same age. And although your own in L.A. is easy is Ok, Norman thought, let's gel 
I am sure that there are people probably related Lo the idiot who wet." 
who leave the area they were says being a freshman at college If you give Southern a chance, 
raised in late in life, I still find it is easy too. and it will probably take a few 
strange that the summer before So if you're a freshman and chances, then I can only hope il 
my senior year in college was the you're reading this, then will come to mean as much to vou 
first time I was geographically far congratulations; because you've as it does to me. And that final 
away from my friends and family. survived the first weekend and if question? Did I like Los Angeles 
My parents live in a town near you are lucky, you'll find your betterthanCarbondale? 
Carbondale, and practically every classes today, too. I would take a glass of milk at 
member of my family arc SIUC And right now, you may hate the C9rncr Diner over an O.J. 
alumni, so going to college at your new roommate, you still most anytime. 
Southern was always just might be wondering how to 
something I wanted to do. pronounce Shryock and Wham, 
And since my first day· of and think to yourself if your 
-Jeremy Finley is the Special 
Projects Editor. 
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Community 
SOUTIIERN ILLINOIS artist 
Kris Killman will be exhibiting 
"Watercolors by Killman" at the 
Office of Economic and Regional 
Development's Art Atriwn 8 am. to 
5 p.m. Aug.I through 30 located at 
150 Pleasant Hill Road. 
AN ART EXHIBIT at the 
Associated Anists Gallery will 
feature "New Stuff, Old Stuff, and 
Horse Stuff," the poetry book 
"Yellow Leaf' and "Gan Garzon-
dale.." The exhibit is Aug. 9 through 
ScpL 2 at 213 S. Illinois. For more 
information, call Judy at 549-2491. 
AUDITIONSFOR"DEALERS 
in Young Women" will be held for 
theater majors Aug. 23 at 7 p.m. 
Auditions for non-theater majors 
will be held Aug. 24 at 7 pm. For 
more information, call 453-5741. 
WIDB RADIO will hold a general 
interest meeting for new and 
returning students interested in 
worlcing at the station. The meeting 
will be held at 6 p.m Tuesday in the 
Video Lounge located on the fourth 
floor of the Student Center. For 
more information, call Bill at 536-
2361 
SIUC SCHOOL OF MUSIC will 
hold Suzuki violin registration for· 
fall at 7 p.m. Monday, Aug. 22, in 
Altgcld Hall room 248. For more 
information, call Fairya Mellado at 
549-7609. 
CAI.F.NDAR POLIC\" •• The dudlln< for 
Cal~ndar l1t>ms h nuon l\lo da,-·1 before 
publlcalion. The Utm 1houtd be l.)'peM-ritltn 
and must lndude time, date, pbe< and sponsor 
or the ev~nl and the namf' or th•. pcnon 
,uhmlUln~ the Item. llem> 51,ould be ddlnn-d 
or mailed lo the Dally [Jtypti.an Scwsroom, 
CommunlciUon< l1ulldln1:, Room 1247. An 11cm 
will b< published on«. 
Briefs 
THE AUGUSTA AUERBACH 
1Icmorial Scholarship Awards will 
be offered to international students 
at SIUC who show financial need 
and satisfactory academic achieve-
ment. Applicants for this award 
may be either undergraduate or 
graduate students who arc enrolled 
full time on campus at SIUC during 
the period covered by the award. 
Applications should be submitted 
10 the director of International 
Programs and Services. Appli-
cations arc available at the 
International Programs & Services, 
located at 910 S. Forest 
FEES, 
from page 1 
alternatives arc decreasing travel 
and other measures." 
Susan Hall, former Graduate and 
Professional Student Council 
president, said the newly proposed 
athletic fee increase never was 
submiued to student government 
for approval ... 
Hall, who was on the council 
when s!Udcnts voted down the S40 
increase, said in tho past, student 
fee increases were submiued to the 
council and l{ridergraduatc 
Student Government for 
recommendation. 
"Every other proposed fee has 
gone through a process where 
student government voted on it and 
sent the results as a 
recommendation to the 
administration," Hall said. 
"No process of this sort has been 
underL1kcn." 
Guyon could not he rc:•chcd for 
comment concerning his proposed 
incrc:1sc. 
The productivity report ,which 
contains tl1e proposed athletic fee 
increase, is an annual document 
which is suhmiucd to the Illinois 
Board of Higher Education to 
make the University accountable 
for its financial tr.insactions. 
Daily Egyptian 
FIRE, from page 1---
. the evidence before me that a "My job, in part, is to seek and 
certain individual committed the furthcrjustice. Todccidcwhcthcror 
specifically identifiable crime?' not to prosecute this case at this 
"Last, and sometimes most time docs not further justice." 
imporlallt, the prosecutor has to ask, Wepsicc said he has received 
'Should I prosecute this person more than 100 pages of reports and 
undcrthcsecircumstanccs?'" has been orally briefed of future 
On Wednesday, Wcpsicc would reports. 
not say specifically which charges "Both departments and the office 
would apply, except that he was of the State FirC Marshall arc to be 
looking at parts of the Illinois Stale highly commended for the• 
Criminal Code that deal with child Herculean effort undertaken by 
endangerment, reckless conduct, them in ascertaining the facts 
and possibly involuntary involved in this incident," Wcpsicc 
manslaughter. said. "I applaud them for their 
The case would not fall under the work." 
new child abandonment law passed He said an instant decision to 
last September. This new law press charges would re a disservice 
specifics that a child must be under to the hundreds of · hours of 
13 and be left alone for at least 24 investigation by the police and fire 
hours· without supervision by departments. 
someone older than 15 years. Instantaneous charges would be 
Wcpsicc did not rule out the an injustice lo potential defendants 
possibility of charges being brought and would be an injustice to the 
against the parents of the other eight victims of the fatal fire, 
children, although he said it was not Wepsicc said. 
a probability. These charges could "While I understand and 
include child cndangcrmcnL appreciate the media's and the 
:r 
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ASEAN GROCERIES 
214 S. Universtty 
Carbondale, IL 62901 
549--6858 
J 
TAKE AN ADDITIONAL 5% OFF WITH THIS AD 
Expires 8~31~94 Carbondale Police Chief Don public's desire to sec something Strom said though he docs not want happen in this matter now, I hope 
to presume Wepsicc's final decision that the media and the public :====~===================~==========~=;;;~~~~ 
whether or not to prosecute, he understand and apprcciatc that true 
believes someone has to be held justice docs not occur in sixty 
accountable for the incident minutes, less commercial time, or in 
At the funeral Friday, Carol a twenty-second soundbitc," 
Winters, a relative from KcntucJ...-y, Wepsicc said. "The pursuit and 
said the family is doing okay. furtherance of justice is a process 
"We feel that the Lord docs that demands rcncction and many 
things for a reason," Winters said. facts and the application of wisdom 
"Maybe His rc.150n for all this is for and common sense." 
everybody in the world to take care As a result, Wcpsicc said, he 
of their kids, watch out for them needs additional time to consider 
and try to be the best mother or the facts of the matter and rc0cct 
father you can be." upon the questions that a 
Delmar Algee, director of professional prosecutor must 
Algee's Funeral home said Foulks address. 
was still trying to deal with the "Even if the decision whether or 
situation. not to prosecute was crystal clear, to 
'The emotion of tl1e events have make that decision at this time 
created a situation where the would be inappropriate," Wepsicc 
punishment for her was what said. 'This community has lost ihcir 
happened," Algee said. "She lost children. Their loss is our loss; their 
three children too and as a result of grief is our gricf .. .J express my most 
that, the punishment is tremendous sincere condolences to the families 
for her." and friends of the eight children 
In order to cope with the who died and offer my prayers that 
situation, the family must come they may find peace at this time of 
together and put their faith in the di~." 
Lord, Wmterssaid. Carbondale Police Chief Don 
"The question will always be in Strom said the police and fire 
the back of your mind, 'Why did department has devoted about 500 
this happen?" Winters said. "But hours of investigative time to the 
only God can answer that maybe case. 
further on down the line." "We had some pretty clear leads 
According to Algee; the funeral to work on and were able to locate 
home allowed Foulks a private the witnesses preuy rapidly so we 
viewing of the children as a result feel we accomplished quite a bit in 
of some threats called in within the a shon period of lime," Strom said. 
past week but their legitimacy is Strom said the incident would 
still being questioned. never have occurred if the children 
"None of the family members were not left unsupervised. 
that we've talked to on either side "You always talk about the 
have any animosity so we're just lessons you learn from something 
being protective," Algee said. "We like this and one of tl1c messages 
had a private viewing with her and we're trying to send as a police 
a couple of her family members and agency is there is a responsibility 
all of the children and she was vrry tl1at people have to their community 
emotional." lo work with the police to try and 
Algee said tl1c children arc a part address crime problems," Strom 
of the community and it mourns said. "We talked about a shared 
their loss. responsibility. I think the same thing 
"The kids played together and applies here. 
that's why we're having the funeral "You can look to the Illinois 
for all of them togcthcrt he said. Department of Children and Family 
The tragedy was the worst Services and other agencies and say 
si1uation in his 25 years of funeral 'Why don't they do more?' But I 
service he has ever been involved think we have to ask ourselves 
in, Algee said. 'What as a community can we do 
L.P. Phillips, an ABC television' and how can we share in that 
reporter for KTVI 2 in St. Louis, responsibility?' Too frequently 
said tl1c magnitude of the incident when we call groups like OCFS in, 
has garnered much attention in it's too late. We have to watch for 
Missouri. the warning signs as a community, 
"We shot the Jive shot for Good as a resident of our community 
Morning America," Phillips said. when we sec those, report those, 
"TI1ey interviewed the police chief shoulder tl1osc responsibilities." 
and the fire chief, so it's gelling Carbondale Fire Chief Cliff 
enough national attention." Manis said officials believe that 
While the nation waits to sre although smoke detectors were 
what happens, Wcpsicc said the present and in working order, the 
decision to prosecute is not to be children may nollmvc rcali1,C{I wh:it 
taken lightly. was happening. Official said the 
"It is one which should not be smoldering fire lmd time to build up 
made overnight especially in a case carbon monoxide and other gasc.s 
of this magnitude," Wcpsicc said. tl1at dc.scnsiti1.c the nervous system. 
YOUR HEAD ACBE 
SO MUCH tHAT YGU 
WAN,T TO SCREAM? 
GIRADO CHIROPRACTIC 
310 E. MAIN 
CARBONDALE 
Dr. John Gtrudo, D.C. 
Headaches are symptoms - warning signs - that some-
thing is wrong with your body. The cause of many 
headactJes is nerve pressure. 
YOUR CHIROPRACTOR IS TRAINED TO 
RELIEVE THAT PRESSURE 
L.1-.tl·d lwl11\\ ,HP 1u ... 1 ,1 few t1t the pniblem~ th,11 
rn.iv [-,., ,,1u,nl t'\ "f'111<11 .ind 1wrn· 1mb<1l.inn·--
Headaches Backache Scoliosis 
Stiffness Migraine Chronic Pain 
Sciatica Arthritis • Whiplash 
FULL EXAMS AND NEEDED X-RAYS 
$19.95 - ($69.00 value) 
CALL TODAY FOR YOUR APPOINTMENT 
457-0459 or 1-800-544-6204 
Why suffer needlessly if you don't have to. Living with pain only 
allows the cause of the pain to worsen. Relying on medication only 
delays proper treatment when Ouropractic is indicated. 
JM«N83(Q)ID2._]'.'. UNDERSEL4,S 
WISE GUYS 
Or We Break Their Knee Caps! 
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Supporters protest director's renioval 
Tho Washington Post 
BALTIMORE-Benjamin F. 
Chavis Jr., besieged by allegations 
of personal misconduct and 
financial mismanagement, appar-
ently was ousted Saturday night 
from his post as executive director 
of the NAACP. 
Rodney A. Orange, president of 
the Baltimore NAACP chapter, told 
reporters outside the organization's 
national headquarters here, that the 
decision to fire Chavis was made 
by the NAACP's board which met 
all afternoon and into the evening. 
There was no immediate official 
confumalion of this by officials of 
the national organization. But 
several young Chavis supporters 
also said they had been told of his 
ouster and that they were 
"outraged." . . 
Orange said that senumcnt 
against Chavis on the board was so 
"overwhelming" that there was no 
need to count the formal vote. 
Chavis had vowed to fight to 
keep his job at the helm of the 
nation's oldest and largest civil 
rights organi1..ation. 
While the board met in private since 1985, who has been one of mainstream champion of inte-
insidc the headquarters building, a Chavis's most loyal defenders. gration. 
small crowd of sign-carrying, pro- Chavis was named executive Chavis's troubles appeared to 
Chavis demonstrators gathered director in April 1993. deepen earlier this week with 
outside in sweltering heat. They The immediate cause of the reports that a second former · 
listened to tape recordings of a meeting and the crisis atniosphcrc employee, Susan Tisdale, had 
recent Chavis speech and to other within the organization was the accused him of sexual hara.ssmcr,t 
speakers who appealed for the disclosure last month that Chavis and was preparing to file a lawsuiL 
executive di,ector's retention. had committed as much as But at a news conference here 
One of them· told the crowd that S332,400 in NAACP funds to settle Friday, Tisdale recanted the sexual 
Cha vis's removal would demon- a sex discrimination complaint by a harassment allegation and said that 
strate that "From day one, the former employee, l\.1ary E. Stansel. her "employment concerns" had 
NAACP has never been controlled She sued Chavis and lhc NAACP been resolved without any mon-
by black people, and we're still in June, con-tending that lhcy had etarycompcnsation. 
undcroppression." failed to live up to lhe terms oflhc At lhe same news conference, 
Earl B. King, the head of a settlement and raising an allegation Chavis lashed out at his detractors, 
Chie3go anti-drug organi1..ation that of sexual harassment against contending that he is the victim of_ 
sent several Chavis supporters here Chavis. an orchestrated campaign by 
by bus, said Chavis is "a man of That disclosure quickly led to internal NAACP critics and 
respect, he's a reverend, he's a renewed criticism of Chavis's "substantial forces outside the 
family man, and we love him. financial stewardship and his NAACP and outside the African 
We 're going to protect him.~ courtship of Nation of Islam leader American community." 
The combination of personal, Louis Farrakhan and other black Among those critics is black 
financial and political factors nationalists who traditionally have syndicated newspaper columnist 
swirling around Chavis, 46, not been close to the NAACP. Carl T. Rowan, who earlier this 
brought the NAACP to one the With the organizatior. in debt week accused Chavis of attempting 
most severe crises it has faced about S3 million, Chavis's critics "to pull off what may be the 
during a proud 85-year history. It contend that the course he has greatest con job in the history oflhc 
also threatens to undermine the iron charted threatens to destroy the organi7..ation." 
Jrip on the 64-membcr board of NAACP's base of financial support 
William F. Gibson, board chairman and its historical role as a 
CHANCELLOR, from page 3 
position of SIU chancellor as well as changing the al SIU, and it is the position of the Board that it should 
chancellor system for the entire state of Illinois. be kcpl," he said. . . • 
He said if only one or two chancellors fulfilled Ross Hodel, deputy director for the Illm01s Board of 
duties for the office in all state universities including Higher Education, said it is the position of IBHE th:it 
SIUC and SIUE, Western 11linois Univr.rsity, Eastern the current chancellor system of SIU should rcmam 
11linois University, University of Illinois and Illinois unchanged. . 
State University it would be more cost effective for He said a report IBHE conducted m 1989 showed 
theentirestatc. • no inefficiency in the state's current chancellor 
New York currently has one chancellor for all o: its system. . . . . 
state universities and California has two chancellors, Jack Dyer, executive director fer Umvers11y 
he said. Relations, said there are no dates set for when a new 
VanMcter said he disagrees with Somit's ideas on chancellor will be selected to replace Brown. 
university chancellors and said the current chancellor Brown has been the permanent chancellor at SIU 
system has served the University well. since 1992 and served as acting chancellor from 1986 
"We currently have an excellent chancellor system to 1989. 
The Cllen\ (l'IJ.11) 
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To be eligible to work on 
campus, Williams said students 
must have a financial aid form on 
file and be enrolled at least half-
time. 
Current job openings are posted 
on the job listing board in the 
Financial Aid Office on the third 
noor of the B-Wing in Woody 
Hall. Some of the positions 
open now are for grounds workers, 
transit driver, clay mixing, 
switchboard operator and car rnAtif 6'SCHOOi'f OSf ER SALBI 
washer. 
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Run to the University 
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Hundreds of thousands of 
concertgoers recently jammed 
together for a music festival that 
may not have been a picmre-pcrfcct 
example of peace. love and 
happiness, but it wa~ not the mud-
packed hellhole some repons made 
it out to be. 
With the media and promoters 
ca~ting visions that this Woodstock 
would mirror the legendary first 
concell. those who attended did not 
seem as if they were living up to 
anyone's expectations - except 
mavbe their own idea~ of having a 
gocxl time and enjoying the music. 
Many aspects of W1xxlstock ·94 
made the event more than 
memor.thle - both good and bad. 
111c concen. originally scheduled · 
to begin Saturday. opened Friday 
moming to tcmper.tturc.< in the mid 
8lls and a sun-,oaked dav. The 
conccn took on a festive t~me as 
people put blankets in front of the 
stage and c1tjoyed the scenery. 
But a, the cmwd bc!!an to file in 
Frid:1,· ni!!lll. all of ~1c blankets 
either hat! been packed away or 
trampkd m·er and lcti for dead. 
Fmm then:. conditions al the site 
dci.·rinr.11ed to the point that many 
peopk were overheard saying a lot 
or their friends would not ha\'e 
bccn :1hlc to handle the ad,·crse 
li,·ing cnvironmcnt. such as: 
• Clo,ing the ponablc toilets for 
hour, at a time. This problem 
forced many people to run for the 
woocb or the pri\'acy of tents. 
Paper Pepsi cups replaced urinals 
and toilets. 
• Ankh:-dccp mud in the high-
1 rnffic areas. Because of this. 
pedestrian tr.iffic slowed lo a cr.iwl. 
leaving people 10 stand as close 
together as physically possible, 
c:rnsing gridlock of epic 
proponions. 
• Folks erecting their 1en1S on the 
aisles. causing the shrinkage of 
walkways. leading to the gridlock. 
B)' Saturday night. tents on the 
aisles were sometimes filled with a 
foot of mud. 
• Fnny-degrec weather, which 
!!reeted those who braved the 
conditions after the show on 
Sunday night. Combined with the 
moming dew. packing the tent up 
was quite an ad,·enturc. 
Despite the incon\'cnicnccs. 
howc,·er, positive aspects of the 
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Staff·Photo by Bill Kugelberg 
Concert-goers from all parts of the nation came together for- the 
Woodstock '94 celebration. This sign, being carried by a few 
natives of Lindenwood, N.F., conveyed the message of peace, 
love and happiness during,the second day of the festival. The 
concert took place in-Saugerties, N.Y., Aug. 12, 13 and 14. 
conccn included: 
• A huge variety of music to 
listen to. including Bob Dylan. 
Nine Inch Nails. Peter Gabriel. 
Aerosmith, Metallica and the Red 
Hot Chili Peppers. 
• A general feeling of to-
getherness - a sense of "we are all 
in this together.'' People helped 
their neighbors by loaning tools to 
set up tents, sharing water and 
watching each other's belongings. 
• The rain. People not at the 
concert thought the rain ruined the 
experience, but it helped keep 
people cool. The rain also 
prevented a huge traffic jam at the 
end of the concen. because people 
started to leave when it began to 
fall hard on Saturday nighL 
• The surprising lack of law 
enforcement officials and security. 
Many concert-goers walked onto 
the site without even a security 
glance at tickets, tents or bags. 
creating a vinual free-for-all the 
entire weekend. This could have 
been a disa~ter. but because of the 
good feeling throughout the entire 
weekend, most people got along 
and were able to t:njoy the conceit 
without any major problems. 
That is not to say a hint of !,'T'Ced 
did not descend upon Saugerties, 
N.Y. during the weekend. In fact. a 
store outside the site's entrance 
may have been the biggest winner 
of the weekend. charging $3 for a 
bottle of water, $9 for a breakfast 
consisting of eggs and sausage and 
$45 for a case of beer. Food stands 
at the concert charged modest fees 
- .$2 for a Pepsi, .$4. for a 
cheeseburger - but getting to the 
stands through the crowds made 
eating a o~ce-a-day event 
Despite tough living conditions 
a_nd some minor- problems, 
Woodstock '94 lived up to its 
namesake. Rarely do so many 
quality bands come together for 
such a major event, and whether 
people took away positive or 
negative feelings, found their soul 
mate or just enjoyed"the music, the 
biggest party of the decade may 
have been the break everyone 
needed. 
I 
l· 
·staff Ptioto by BIil Kugelbergr 
Those who attended the Woodstock '94 festival were up to their ankles in,more,~n,muslc. Ralm· 
during the second day of the long weekend made paths around t~e sight ~ore than an obstacle; 
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Local activists celebrate 
nature atforest·1e·sth,al. 
By Aleksandra Macys 
Senior Reporter 
A forest fest may sound like 
something Bambi, Thumper and 
friends would attend, but it 
actually represents a gathering of 
local environmentalists. 
Although rain dampened the 
event, many people attended a 
festival sponsored by the Regional 
Association of Concerned 
Environmentalists Saturday al the 
Black Diamond Ranch, south of 
Alto Pass on RL 127. 
The festival was designed to 
raise funds for utilities such· as 
phone and electric bills for the 
Regional Association of 
Concerned Environmentalists. 
!\lark Donham, a member of the 
association, explained the group's 
primary goal. 
"RACE is a grass-roots 
organization which has as its 
nu~nbcr-one issue getting logging 
stonpcd in the Shawnee National 
Forest," Donham said. 
The association consists of 
about 400 members and began in 
1988 after successfully stopping a 
lumber sale in Cave Vallcv. 
Association member Mindy 
Harmon said another purpose of 
the festival wa, 10 educate people 
and allow them to enjoy 
.:11virn11n1cn1al rcncational 
anivitics such :i~ a snake show. 
•·we've scheduled a lot of fun 
activi1ics for kids and adults," 
Hannon said. 
Other activities included a bird 
outing, an owl walk, music by 
bands such as Caner and 
Connelley, :in auction of local 
ani~L~' worl: :md a play h:iscd on 
"The Lora.,," a children's hook by 
Dr. Seuss 1hat illustr:11cs the 
effects and dangers of forest clcar-
cutting. 
According to association 
members, the U.S. Forest Service 
has Jost inore than S600,000 to 
logging sales. 
A Timber Sale Program 
Information Reporting System 
(TSPIRS) 1993 report released by 
the Forest Service slates that 
"although recent sales show an 
increase in pine value, pine sales 
continue to lose money. The Forest··· 
Service loses money on the sale of · 
pine logs and biologists have 
dcu:nnincd that there's little ocnelit 
to wildlife from pine l11innings." 
Association members said for 
many years, Ilic Forest Service has 
auempted to show that pine 
thinnings benefit wildlife. 
Jbrmon said future acti\ilies will 
depend on tl1e actions of !lie Forest 
Service. 
"If they (the Forest Service) put 
on another sale, then we will be 
holding another event," Harmon 
s:iid. 
Other environmental groups 
attending l11e festival included the 
Studcm Environmental Center, an 
SIUC registered student 
organi7.ation consisting of about 50 
memocrs. 
"SEC educates students on 
campus, local and national 
environmental issues 
and works toward 
making the campus 
community more 
active," center member 
Donm BrJun :;;1id . 
111e organi7.ation has 
wccl:ly meetings at 7 
p.m. at the Interfaith 
Ccnlcr, located at the 
corner of lllinois and 
Grand Ave. 
Students interested 
in more information 
aoout the group sb:mld 
call 549-7387. 
Anyone seeking 
information about 
RACE activities can 
contact Donham at 
564-3367 or Harmon 
at 684-6.~97. 
Officers in King case 
facing more jail time 
Los Ange!es Times 
LOS ANGELES-I!! 2 stunning decision that re-0JJCQS 
the Rodney G. King beating saga, a federal appellate court 
ruled Friday that U.S. District Judge John G. Davies 
improperly sentenced the two convicted Los Angeles police 
officers and ordered him to give tl;cm longer prison terms. 
The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals rejected claims by 
the two officers that they were improperly convicted, 
crediting Davies with "impeccable fairness .. in managing 
the explosive civil rights case th:it unfolded in his 
counroom last year. 
But Judge Belly B. Fletcher, writing for the unanimous 
three-judge panel, excoriated Davies for making a series of 
serious errors in sentencing Laurence M. Powell and Stacey 
C. Koon. The judges ordered Davies to resentcnce the 
officers, who have served nearly a year of their 30-month 
sentences. Defense attorneys said the hearing is likely lo 
take place in the next few months. . 
In sometimes blistering language, the appellate court 
ruled that Davies had improperly departed from feder:il 
sentencing guidelines when he lowered the sentences based 
on his findings that the officers would be vulnerable lo 
abuse in prison, that they would pose no danger 10 the 
public, that the successive state and federal prosecutions 
had cast a "spectre of unfairness" across the federal case 
and that their illegal conduct was provoked by King's 
actions. 
Davies cited those fac10rs in departing dramatically from 
sentences that would otherwise had been prescribed by the 
federal guidelines. Combined, those issues Jed Davies lO cut 
the officers' sentences more. than in half, from at least 70 
months to 30 months. · · 
Friday's ruling· could force Davies to increase the 
sentences back 10 70 months or more. · 
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Concert· Review 
By Dave Katzman 
Staff Reporter 
Chicago's Jesus Li7..ard slammed 
througl1 an explosive. alcohol-
fueled set in St. Louis Thursday 
night to showcase material from 
their upcoming release. "Down.". 
TI1e Jesus Lizard played a one-
hour set to the crowd of 500, 
perfom1ing songs from all five of 
their albums. The hand's unique 
form of "drunk-punk" got the 
younger crowd into the music -
they showed their enthusiasm by 
jumping and slam dancing. 
· David Yow, vocalist of the Jesus 
Liwrd. hardly missed a word as he 
body surfed across the room. even 
when the crowd parted and he fell 
on his back. 
He dedicated their set to his 
mother·s· hometown of Granite 
Ci1v. a suburb of St. Louis. 
)'ow. who once claimed to 
alw.:ivs be drunk, made no 
exception Thursday evening. He 
swigged from a longneck beer 
bottle between songs as he 
staggered across the stage. 
"\'~w forgot the words to quite a 
few verses and the lines 
remembered were out of time with 
the rest of the band, but nobodv 
seemed to care. • 
Yow's wild antics arc what the 
Jesus Lizard arc known for. 
St. Louis' Dazzling Killmen 
played the middle slot. TI1e jazz-
trained musicians ripped through. 
an energetic set of material from 
their two albums. 
The jazz influence shined as 
each song was marked with 
constant tempo changes and tight 
musicianship. 
The noor in front of the stage 
empted into a giant slam-danci~g 
Jesus Lizard's CD "Show" 
pit. forcing several bouncers to keep 
hurling bodies from flying into the 
rest of the crowd. 
Many fans eluded the clutches of 
security as they stage-dived into the . 
crowd. 
Dazzling Killmen vocalist/ 
gui" .rist Nick Sakes said the band 
has 1101 played Carbondale because 
he heard bad things about the clubs 
in town from another band. He said 
the band's booking agent would 
look into the possibility some more. 
The opening band. Turnout. 
elicited mixed reactions from the 
audience. Their hea\·ier songs 
seemed to be influenced by the Jesus 
Li1.ard, but the songs lost tl1eir edge 
when the vocalist actually tried to 
sing melodiously. The reverberation 
and chorus on his vocals could not 
mask his lack of talent. 
The concert took place at The 
Other World. a converted 
warehouse northwest of dm\~town 
St. Louis. The Other World is 
where many smaller yet popular 
bands play when they are in the 
area. 
The Jesus Li7.ard's live and only 
major label release. "Show," 
currently is available. Their new 
release, "Down," will be in stores 
Aug. 29. The Dazzling Kit:men·s 
"Face of Collapse" is out now on 
Chicago's Skin Graft Records. 
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Foo, Dyslexic Apache, energetic-
by Dave Katzman 
Staff reporter 
A liltlc hit uf Nonhcrn Illinois 
came south Saturday night as two 
bands from K,mkak~-c perfonncd in 
the Student Center Ballroom. 
The Dyslexic Apaches plowed 
through a 35-minutc set. mixing 
metal. funk and alternative styles lo 
crcaic a heavy. upbeat sound. 
When they played their new single, 
"lley Sparky," the singer joined a 
group of slam-d:mcers in front of 
the stage. 
ll1cir CO\'er of "You're The One 
That I Want" from the Grease 
soundtrack brought a cheer of 
recognition from the crowd. 
"There's many 
different genres 
flowing through the 
music - pop, punk, 
funk, heavy metal, 
and jazz thrown in." 
-Ed Shafer 
Foo·s sound was somewhat 
lighter th:m the Apaches. but just a~ 
energetic. Many people left before 
Foo went on; those who remained 
were 1rc:11ed to a great display of 
musicianship. Singer/guitarist Ed 
Shafer showed his versatility. 
mo\·ing from wah-wah funk to 
l\liddle Eastern scales within the 
same solo. 
"There·, many different genres 
flowing through music - pop. 
punk. funk. hea\'y metal and jazz 
thrown in."" ,.iid Shaf.:r. "All those 
things encompass a rock and roll 
sound."" 
The two bands. st:tph:s of the 
Kankakee scene. play together 
often. 
New students appeared to enjoy 
the performances. Several fans 
blew bubbles in the air. Foo invited 
them on stage for a "bubble ~olo." 
Sweaty dancers did not let the heat 
knock them nut of step. Generous 
applause was dcli\'ercd after each 
song. 
A group of Kankakee-area 
natives gathered in front of the 
stage to sec their hometown hemes 
pcrfonn. ll1ey addres\Cd the band 
members by name and screamed 
out requests. 
"It's cool bt.•c,1u,c it's nice to sec 
your friends on st.tge at a school 
they don"t e\'cn go 10:· said Gene 
Farmers market 
Ryan. a sophomore in pre-dentistry 
from Kankakee. 
The show w:Ls originally planned 
to be held iri front of the Student 
Center. but Saturday afternoon"s 
rain forced the concert into the 
ballnx,m. 
Other planned event~ tied in with 
the concert. The Inter-Greek 
Council and the Wellness Center 
~ct up a table with free orange juice 
and soda to remind students not to 
drink :md drive. 
WIDB rndio gave out compact 
discs for correct Woodstock '9-t 
trivia questions. A duffel bag wa~ 
awarded to the winner of the limbo 
contest. and other prizes were 
distributed to people who reached 
into a val of red gelatin to retrieve 
poker chips. 
"I love it." Julie Esposito, a 
sophomore transfer student in 
education from Chicago said to 
~um up her feelings. "People are 
really friendly (here)." 
B~ad Klein an architectural draftsman In Cape Girardeau from Carbondale checks out 
some plants from Patrick Sweeny, an organic farmer and a '77 SIU Alumni In university 
studies from Deerfield during the annual Farmers Market held Saturday at Westown Mall. 
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Legislator disputes sex charges 
L11s Angeles Times 
CHICAGO-U.S. Rep. Mel 
Reynolds, D-lll., was indicted 
Friday on ch:ugcs thal he had sex 
wilh an underage campaign 
volunteer, induced her to recant her 
accusations and to leave lhe state, 
lied lo investigators and lricd lo 
influence witnesses lo lie to the 
county grandjury. 
Reynolds also reportedly faces 
separate investigations inlo his 
handling of campaign finances in 
1992. 
Reynolds had no comment on 
Friday, but has hc.'.llcdly denied any 
wrongdoing, replying in detail lo 
specific charges-both sexual and 
financial-in interviews with local 
newspapers. 
Edward M. Genson and Terence 
P. Gillespie, Reynolds' attorneys, 
said Friday in a statement that "the 
charges arc utterly lacking in any 
substance," adding that "we arc 
extremely confident that the 
congressman will be fully 
vindicated." 
O'Malley, who spoke at a news 
conference al a South Side 
courthouse. 
The accuser, now in a witness 
protection program, approached 
police early in J unc. 
Later that rr1onth and in July, 
O'Malley contended, Reynolds 
persuaded the accuser to sign a 
lettcr recanting her charges. 
O'Malley said he then asked the 
accuser to gel him a lewd 
photograph of a 15-ycar-old girl, 
and had her hide out of state from ' 
investigators. . 
The accuser later changed her 
mind again and said her original 
account was true. 
FREE 
JanSport T-Shirt 
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The 42-ycar-old Reynolds, a 
former Rhodes scholar who ousted 
a 12-ycar incumbent to gain his 
house seal in 1992, had been 
enjoying a highly visible flJ"Sl term. 
He appeared on "Nightline" to 
discuss gun control and briefed 
President Clinton on his travels to 
Rwand::r. refugee camps in Zaire. 
oaer good while quantitlca last 
A protcge of fellow Chicago Rep. 
Dan Rostenkowski - himself 
under indictment on unrelated 
charges - Reynolds was the only 
freshman appointed lO the 
prestigious House Ways and Means 
Committee. 
He is seeking re-election from a 
district lhat includes parts of the 
city's South Side and southern 
suburbs. 
Friday's indictment centers on an 
alleged consensual affair that the 
accuser said began during 
Reynolds' campaign in June 1992 
and continued into 1993, when she 
turned 17, according to Cook 
County State's Anorney Jack 
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Student Recreation Center -
lmramural:6ffice or 
Information Center 
PHONE: 
453~ i273' 
August 22, 19'J4 DaiJJ Egyptian . 
Staff Photo by Chris Gauthier 
Patience pays 
Khara Clay, a senior In psychology from St. Louis, Mo. who works In the SIU Arena 
waits to pick up her paycheck from the Bursar's office Friday morning. 
CNN·takes swing at interactive TV 
By Ben Kubasik 
Newsday 
Monday at I p.m. EDT. CNN 
launches what it ha~ been promoting 
a.~ ""the next generation of television 
talk.'" Let's hope it's all CNN wanL~ 
it to be, or it will be squandering one 
of its best anchor talents, Susan 
Rook. The daily show, "Talk Back 
Live," has a bunch of electronic 
gadgetry set to "provide the first 
opportunity for Americans from 
across the nation to speak out about 
issues that nffcct their lives," and it 
will originate from what CNN calls 
"a state-of-the-art amphitheater and 
newly renovated control room to 
meet the needs of interactive 
technologies in CNN's Atlanta 
headquarters." Video conferencing. 
on-line conferences, faxes, call-ins 
and on-line services from 
CompuScrYc will be used, none of 
which would be any substitute for 
informed content-but the idea. 
CNN says. is "to recreate an 'old 
town meeting' in today's high-tech 
society." Uh-huh. 
"Late Night With Conan 
O'Brien" didn't exactly get a \'Ole 
of confidence from NBC late last 
week with a "renewal" that lacked 
a time commitment. That could 
mean cancellation at any time. 
Senior Vice President Rick Ludwin 
issued a typically mealy-mouthed 
statement that once again said NBC 
was "committed to the success of 
the show" and would support 
O'Brien's broadcast as long as it 
continued showing "ratings 
improvement and crcath·e growth." 
In any case, the competition is not 
going to get any easier for O'Brien 
when Tom Snyder's new CBS 
show starts airing opposite his in 
December. 
Rob Morrow has waved off a 
published report that his Dr. Joel 
Fleischman character was being 
written out of the coming sca~on of 
"Northern Exposure" a~ retribution 
for his demanding a raise two 
seasons· ago. "Don't believe 
everything you hear," Morrow said 
in a statement issued by a 
spokeswoman. "If I believed 
everything I heard, I couldn't get 
out of bed in the morning." And 
Universal, which produces the 
series. said that Morrow continues 
"under contract." 
It may not be what the frcc-trade-
pact framers had in mind, but 
"Beavis & Butt-head" will be 
shown on MTV Latino-in 
Mexico, other Latin American 
countries and in parts of the United 
States- starting Sept. 19. The 
cartoon series with the sub-moronic 
duo, deemed "Los Chicos Malos" 
in Mexico, will be subtitled instead 
of lip-synced. The cartoons will run 
Mondays through Fridays at "an 
appropriate hour." That means late 
enough to avoid exposing 
impressionable youngsters to the 
two heroes' insipid proclamations, 
such as "fire is good," which have 
come under fire in the United 
States. 
Speaking of "Beavis & Bull-
head," David Letterman tells the 
new TV Guide, "I'm not 
necess:rily proud of it, but I do 
watch 'Beavis & Butt-head.' It's 
the only thing that consistently 
makes me laugh. I know it's crass 
and crude and vulgar, but it never 
de\'iates from its premise. They 
never get smarter. They always do 
the dumbest, worst possible thing. 
Mexico's elections under scrutiny 
Newsday scores of recently formed civic Pany, Luis Donaldo Colosio. Recent 
MEXICO CITY-Mexicans ca.~t 
votes Sunday in what could be 
record numbers, to chiin the course 
of the country's political future in 
the most crucial and contested 
presidential election since the 
revolution. 
Under the unprecedented 
scrutiny of thousands of national 
a~d international observers and 
ASSORTED Ill\ "BOOKSHELVES ' :' 
S'J"488 , I .i 
As""'18dSlzas 
Blecll-Wtvte,Woodgru, 
a~sociations. Mexicans voted for a polls have indicated that PRI 
president - from among nine (l!l.'Sidcntial candidate Ernesto Zcdillo 
candidates - as well as federal was significantly ahead of his two 
legisl::tors. major opponents, but analysts 
The election came amid a cautioned not to underestimate both 
tumulluou~ year that began on Jan. I Diego Fernandez de Cevallos, the 
with an am1<.'ll indigcnou.~ uprising in center-right candidate of the 
the southernmost state ofChiapas and National Action Party, known as 
was followed by the March PAN, and Cuauhtemoc Cardena~. 
a-..o;:i.-..~ination of the candidate of the the center-left Democratic 
ruling Institutional Revolutionary Revolutionary Party candidate. 
FUTO. NS Ji,··::. .... 
from. ~ 
~1398 
F,.,.,&Manrns 
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TAN SUPER SALON! 
mate Tanning Experience I 
"The Tanning Salon of the 901s11 ! 
Welcome Back 
Students 
• 855 !:. Grand Notvol;:;~•==~roffor. 457-TANU 
=························································· CORRECTION 
In the 1994 Back-to-Campus issue 
incorrect information was published for 
the NEWMAN CATHOLIC STUDENT 
CENTER. The correct times for week-
end mass are 11 :00 a.m. and .9:00 p.m. 
We regret any inconvenience this may 
have caused. 
Do you like to 
p 
• 
These exciting opportunities are available to you: 
Concert Choir. Performs a 
wide variety of short distinguished choral 
works. '!burs state and r_egion annually. 2:00 -
3:30 MWF 2 credits 
Chamber Singers. A small 
madrigal group specializing in vocal chamber 
rp.usic. Time TBA lcredit 
Choral u ni~n. A :regional" col-
lege-community chorus specializing in extended 
choral works with orchestral accompaniment 
7:00 - 9:15 Monday Evenings 1 credit 
Sec Dr. Mochnick, Altgeld Hall, Room 115A or 
call 453-5800 for more information. 
Don't miss out on the fun of singing! 
P.lgc 14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... _I~~~ Egypoo,~ ....... . Au8ll5,l Z/-, IY'J4 
0-FFICIAL · SIU 
One stop and you 
Clre ready 
Jor classes 
~------MORE 
School Supplies 
.MORE 
-Art Supplies 
MORE 
Drafting Suppli.es 
MORE 
SIU Apparel . 
-SAYE 
Buy 
.Textl 
I 
Bok oStuN 
SPECIAL HOURS . . ·=re·~ 
. Wednesday August 1 7th • W~d.;.esclay, August -24th 71 0 Soutlt 
· · ·-· · - 549 OPEN UN_TIL 9:00 PM · < · We· Also Acce1 
- -- . -~--- ~~~-- ···- --
.. 
. \ ( ' . 
··TEXTBOOKS 
· · If saving . money · 
25% 
llsecl 
Store 
~·
0
,
0iA1 fl ·," 
lllnois Ave. 
'3.04 
the Delllt Carel 
. . 
is your bag ••• 
FROM 
710 
. BOOKSTORE 
. Supplies · 
.Official S.1.U~· Textbooks 
Be Sure You 
Have Our Bagi . 
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Math anxiety: Professor 
says student skills low 
By Diane Dove 
Statt Reporter 
Findings from a report released 
by the Education Department last 
week show an increase in math 
and science skills among 
adolescents, but SIUC instructors 
differ as to what changes tliey 
think they see at the University. 
The National Assessment of 
Educational Progress, which 
reported trends in education over 
the last 20 years, showed increased 
· achievement in math and science 
among students aged 9, 13 and 17 
during the 1980s. 
Associate Professor Mary 
Wright, director of undergraduate 
programs for SIUC's math 
department, said greater emphasis 
in math and science education has 
resulted in a recent wave of 
improvement. 
But that improvement does not 
appear to have reached SIUC, 
Wright said. 
"Over the last l O years, if 
anything, it's gone down," Wright 
said. ' 
However, Wright said reports of 
overall results among students fail 
to tell the whole story. 
"We st.ill have some very good 
students," Wright said. 
"But the achievement of middle 
and lower level students has gotten 
lower," she said. 
Charles 0. Frank, assistant 
professor of geology. said his 
students as a group arc more 
serious than they were 15 years 
ago. 
"They're much more disciplined 
and attcnlive and they make every 
attempt to be successful students," 
he said. 
Frank said attendance appears to 
have increased and students ask 
more questions. 
"Students are more serious and 
much more eager to understand," 
he said. 
Frank said a perception among 
students of compclitivencss in the 
job market may be the reason ·ror 
the change. 
DuWayne C. Englert, professor 
of 7.00logy, said he felt skills and 
class participation have decreased. 
"There's a fair increase over the 
last three or four years in the 
number of students who drop the 
class before the end of the 
semester," Englcn said. 
"I haven't seen what can be 
identified in a marketable 
improvement in pcrfonnance," he 
said. • 
Englert said many students have 
difficulty dealing with fractions 
and percentages, do not like to 
read, and lack basic writing skills 
- problems he attributes to 
computers and television. 
"Students just don't read much 
anymore," Englcn said. 
"Why read when you can have it 
synthesized for you?" he said. 
Englert said attendance has 
declined because many students 
come to the University expecting 
to be entertained. 
"Five or six years ago 80 
percent of the students would 
come to class," Englert said. 
"Now, no matter how dynamic 
the teacher is or how interesting 
th~ subject is, attendance is terrible 
starting at about mid semester," he 
said. 
Wright said the blame for 
students' poor pcrf ormance should 
be shared between teachers and 
thestudenL 
as a whole is needed so students 
won't be taking the same course 
three, four and five times over." 
she said. 
"If someone arrives at SIU not 
knowing how to read, should we 
teach them to read, or should we 
send them back to high school?" 
~r-½-reb~-m-Nm~--&m,-· ,zm:t 
"There's a fair 
increase over the 
last three or four 
years in the number 
of students who drop 
the class before the 
end of the 
semester." 
-Mary Wright 
Wright said there.may be a way 
for the department to use ACT 
scores to idenlify students who are 
not ready for algebra so they can 
receive more pre-algebra training. • 
"Theoretically we're not 
supposed to accept (students 
lacking in math skills) but in 
practice we do," she said. 
,, :• ,,, 
,\tu dent 
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SUMMER~S OVER~ 
Tha-nk goodness there's Advil.* Advanced medicine for pain'." 
However, the University also 
should iniplement placement tests 
to detect students who may have 
problems in math, Wright said. 
"An improvement in the system Pick up your free sample at University Bookstore. 
August,22,,1994, 
Leadership-cha~ges .. at Hillel: 
By Stephanie Moletti 
Senior Reporter 
iB;~·c·;~;~~·o;~~~;~~ 
. . 
: You and your partner can learn more about your : 
: options for birth control, prevention of sexually : 
: transmitted diseases, and risk reduction.:· 
• Students are encouraged to attend one of these • 
: workshops before making a birth control : 
After a summer of searching. the 
llillel Foundation. 913 S. Illinois 
AYcnue. has found two new 
directors to help lead the members 
of the Carbondale Jewish 
community. 
~,: appointment. 
Heather Wallach, a graduate 
student in psychology from 
Yorktown, N.Y. and l'-.liriam Kritzer 
Van Zant, a graduate student in 
plant biology from Oak Park, have 
accepted the responsibilities of co-
direclors. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
Fall Schedule 
Tuesdays 12 noon - 1:00 p.m. 
Wednesdays 1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m . 
: Kesnnr Dall Classroom (across from the Health Service) 
• 
• For more information, contact the Student Health Programs 
: Wellness Center at 536-4441. 
. 
• 
Sid Miller. president of the Hillel 
Board at SIUC, said the position 
became available when the 
pre\'ious director. Robin Gross. 
decided to resign. 
Wallach said Gross approached 
her about the position during the 
spring semester. but she did 1101 
want tn the position without a co- _ 
director because of acedemic 
ohiJigations . 
: Student Health Programs 
, : • Southern Illinois University. at Carbondale• 
·••································· 
.. The Hillel Foundation offers 
spccial things such as cultural and 
social e\'ellls to student and 
conm111ni1v member.,, of the Jewish 
faith.'' 11. liilcr said. 
The Hillel Foundation was 
founded in the 1920s b\' two Jewish 
students at the UniYersity of Illinois 
at Champaign-Urbana. The 
foundation has grown into a 
national organization affiliated with 
other Jewish groups both nationa\ly 
and inlcmationall\'. Wallach said. 
.. Hillel proivid;s religious. social. 
cultural. educational and political 
acti\'ities 10 the Jewish 
community." Wallach said. 
Wallach said the Hillel is a 
University-based program named 
after a sage of the early centuries 
renounded for his quest for higher 
education. 
.. Hillel ( Ilic sage) represents 
krmwlcdge and wi.<dom:· Wallch 
~aid. 
0 0 •. 0 0 • I O O : IO O •. • ~ • . . .. - . . .
. . .. : - .. . . 
Wallach said her responsibilities 
will focus on social programming 
and liaison with students, whereas 
Kritzer Van Zant will focus on 
administrative and budgetary 
aspect.~ of the organi7.alion . 
"E\·cnts this vear will run the 
gamc1:· Wallch said. "We hope to 
help people in the community and 
Universi1v to make inter-
generational contarts. We'd like 
students to come in and give 
suggestions of their particular 
needs." 
Kritzer Van Zani said she will 
work on funding channels and a 
few special programs in which she 
i, inten·sted. 
"We hope to serve the needs of 
the Yarious types of students in the 
Jewish community:· Kritzer Van 
Zam said. "We arc an exlrcmclv 
diYerse group. with a great deal o'f 
indh·idualism. We hope 10 find out 
what people want (out of the 
progr.i.m).'' 
However. she said the foundation 
arc somewhat limited. 
'There is only so much money 
available.'' Kritzer Van Zani said. 
Kritzer Van Zant said the Hillel 
Foundation in Carbonda!e serves a · 
broader community. rather than just 
the lJniversi1v. 
"Hillel provides a chance 10 
express your Jewishness:· she said. 
Careers jeopardized by joke 
Academy expells two men in "dining-and-dashing" incident 
The Washington Post \\'hat implications does the case n:commendation In retain Sarno. 
ANNAPOLIS. ;,.1d.-When 
three midshipmen from the U.S. 
Na\'al Academv walked out of a 
Denny·~ rc~l,iur:rnt early nne 
Sunday morning lasl spring 
without paying their bill. it ;,cerrn:<l 
like a joke to th.:-m-a stupid 
S 18.22 juke. 
But al a time when the acadcmv 
was reeling from a massive 
cheating scandal that did violence 
10 the school's honor code. the 
three young men were promptly 
recommendcd for expulsion. 
To some officials, the '"dining-
and-da.~hing" incident. which camr 
after the midshipmen had been 
drinking. wa.~ a cul-and-dried ca.~e 
of larcenv that called for the harsh 
sanc1ion:.the loss of their taxpayer-
funded education. valued by the 
Navy al more than S175.000 each. 
But rather than serving as an 
example of the simple power of the 
prestigious academy's honor code 
and strict discipline. the case has 
been muddied by the academy 
superintendent's decision to 
overturn the expulsion 
recommendation of one 
midshipman and permit him •o 
return for his third year. 
The two who admitted in 
hearings that they made a mistake 
were expelled, but the third 
midshipman, who said the decision 
not lo pay wasn't his, was retained. 
His two companions now say he 
lied. 
As midshipmen prepare to return 
for another year at the academy, 
that ca.,;e raises a host of questions: 
Was the conduct of the two 
expelled midshipmen that much 
worse than the third student's? 
ha\·e for the honor and conduct said he saw a dramatic distinction 
svstcm that was flagrnnllv violated between his conduct and that of the 
luring the cheating scand:11? other two. 
James M. Yarboroud1. one of ihc "TI1c two were sepamlcd because 
expelled students. said the casl it W,l~ a dine-and-dash deal." said 
~ends this message to his Lvnch. who said he disagreed with 
classmates: "If you get caught, lie a·recommenda1ion made bv John 
your way through the system and B. Padgell Ill. the former 
you will get kepi. It's what works. commandant of midshipmen. that 
If you tell the truth. you get kicked all three be expelled. "The third 
0111:· one. in my mind, the intent was not 
John E. Samo. the midshipman there. That was the significant 
who remains al the academy. is difference between the ihrec. For 
serving an undisclosed punishment. 1ha1 reason. I decided to retain the 
He did not return telephone calls to third.'' 
his parents' home in Williamsburg. The new case came amid the 
Va., or to his donnitory. His mother worst cheating scandal in the 
declined to commenl. acadcmy·s 149-year history. in 
While Sarno prepares for his which more than 100 midshipmen 
third year, Yarborough. 20, finds were impltcated and two dozen 
himself installing gymnasium were expelled for their role in the 
floors for a construction company cheating scandal invoh·ing a stolen 
in Tucson instead of training to electrical engineering exam. 
fulfill his dream of piloting F-14 The incident sparked intense 
and F-18 fighter jeK criticism of the academy. 
Yarborough's father has been Lynch, who was replaced as 
waging a one-man campaign, firing academy superintendent this 
off appeal after appeal to the month. interviewed the 
academy. congressional offices, the midshipmen before making his 
White House and Navy brass at the decision, which was then approved 
Pentagon. hy top Navy officials. 
He has unleashed a torrent of Marine Capt. Randy N. Po,x, the 
Federal Express packages commanding officer for the three 
containing letters demanding that midshipmen, said he thought all 
someone justify how his son could three were not completely honest 
be expelled while Sarno ls retained. during the hearings and should all 
The other expelled student, have been expelled. 
Jonathan C. Olivas, 21, of Elko, Pope said he grew upset when 
Nev., is trying to decide whether to Sarno said his father, an 
attend a community college and administrative Jaw judge, did not 
apply for an ROTC scholarship or think he was guilty. "Sarno 
reapply to the academy. He said he suggested that Icgali-slically 
cannot afford full college tuition. speaking, he could not be 
The academy's former (expelled). I think the 
superintendent. Rear Adm. Thomas administration believed that." Pope 
C. Lynch, who made the said. 
• ....__ ~ / ·--· Driiik 
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ATTENTION 
GOLFER-S! 
HICKORY RIDGE 
IS SOUTHERN ILLINOIS' 
NEWEST PUBLIC 18-HOLE 
CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF COURSE 
AND PRACTICE RANGE 
ONLY 2 MILES NORTH ON NEW ERA ROAD 
Carbondale 
AIRPORT RO 
Hickory Aidg• Goll Courso 
2727 Wut GIPnn Road 
Carbondalt-,.IL 
6111529~386 
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Carbondale Park District 
OPEN YEAR ROUND! 
618/529-4386. 
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Book smart 
710 Bookstore cashier La Toya Cummings, a freshman in accounting and law from 
Chicago, checks out Michele Unser, a junior in sociology from Stonington, Sunday 
afternoon. The race is on to gathe; the best book buy for the buck with classes 
beginning shortly. 
NRA endorses North for Senate; 
candidate criticizes gun control 
The Washington Post 
WASHINGTON-U.S. Senate 
candidate Oliver L. · North of 
Virginia joined forces with the 
National Rifle Association and 
issued a fiery denunciation of gun 
control Friday. saying plans to curb 
fireann ownership will not reduce 
crime. 
Addressing an enthusiastic rally 
of about 250 people at the NRA"s 
national headquarters in Fairfax 
Countv. Va .. North formallv 
accepied the organization·:~ 
endorsement and harsh)\' criticized 
anti-crime legislation hef ng debated 
in Coneress. 
Boasting thut •·1 am not a 
waffler:· -North derided the 
proposed legislation as "their 
phony. pork-barrel gun-control bill 
they want to pretend is some kind 
of crime-comrol bill:· Both North 
and the NRA oppose a provision to 
outlaw types or assault weapons. 
North'!> embrace of the NRA 
comes at a time when the group has 
suffered sienificant setbacks in 
Virginia an~l acro.~s the country. 
prompting foes to declare that its 
legendary political inrluence is 
wanin!!. But North·s actions 
demon:~1rate how ardentlv he is 
courting conservatives an°d rural 
voters. who he hopes will form the 
core of his support in the 
November election. 
Polls show that North·s anti-gun-
control positions arc opposed by a 
majority of voters in Northern 
Virginia and in the state's urban 
area but arc popular where hunting 
is common. 
Because the four candidates in 
this ycar·s Senate race arc !iplitting 
the vote in the populous suburbs. 
North hopes a strong showing in 
rural Virginia will propel him to 
victon•. 
NRA o!Ticials said North was the 
onlv one of the four contenders to 
sec°k their endorsement and that 
they ga\'e it gladly. 
"He's a very good candidate." 
said Jim Land. the NRA's national 
.secretary. :·wc·re confident he 
shares our views:· 
Thomas R. Morris. a political 
scientist who is president of Emory 
& Henry College in Southwest 
Vi1cinia. said that while the NRA's 
sup-port will offend many ,·oters. 
North's pursuit of it is sound 
strategy. . 
"In a four-,,•av race. a well-
organized group Ii°ke the NRA has 
increased significance:· Morris 
said ... The anti-NRA vote mav be 
diffused among three candidates: 
Nonh is trying to consolidate what •· 
is left." 
North ·s opponents reacted coolly 
to Friday's announcement. Though 
alJ three voiced support for hunters' 
right~ to.keep.their weapons. two 
have significant differences with 
theNRA 
Democratic Sen. Charles S. 
Robb. who backed a law requiring 
a national waiting period to buy 
guns, said his position is widely 
favored by law enforcement 
groups. 
And while he was governor. 
independent L. Douglas Wilder 
championed a state law limiting 
handgun purchases by individuals 
lo one a month. 
In his speech at the NRA rally. 
North appeared to endorse the idea 
that all Americans should own guns 
for self-protection. :i position he 
has not previously taken. But 
shortly after his speech. North said 
he does not mlvocate universal gun 
ownership. 
Two weeks ago. a !>late judge 
revoked North"s p.:m1it to cany a 
concealed weapon. ruling that 
North's :idmission he lied to 
Congress during the Iran-Contra 
affair proves he is "not of good 
character." North contends the 
judge's decision was political. 
Soviet hardliners return to, favor 
The Washington Post 
MOSCOW-They call cad1 other "comrade." 
They think that the Soviet Union lived in iL~ glory 
days before Mikhail Gorbachev came lo power. And 
they swear that the failed 1991 coup attempt ag;iinst 
Gorbachev. which led a few months later to the So,·iet 
Union's disappearance. was not a bungling gr.ib for 
power but a heroic last-ditch effort to keep the proud 
nation whole. 
The hardliners who rue the • --llapse of the old order 
were a spent force after 1991. and for a long time they 
kept their heads down and their mouths shut: stunned 
:11111 silenced hy events in the New Russia. 
Now. three years after the Aug. 19-21 coup attempt 
1hat heralded the cm! of :m epoch. the hardliners are 
nut of jail. out nn the ~•reels and, increasingly. out of 
di,farnr. They :nc a li\'ing illn.stration of an adage: In 
Jfo,sia. the only thing hard.er to predict 1ha•1 the future 
is the past. 
Not one member or accomplice of the State 
Emergency Committee, as the coup plotters called· 
themscl,•es, has been punished. A dozen of them were 
pardoned by the parliament in February. and the only 
one who insisted on a trial - Gen. Valentin 
Varennikov, 70. former commander of Soviet land 
forces-'-- was cleared by the nation·s highest !11ilitary 
coun Aug. IJ. 
"Future coup and puL~ch leaders can be sure ahead 
of time that they will be acquitted," Gorbachev told 
the Moscow Timcs,.an English language ddly. On 
television. he said the coup should be investiga~cd by 
a parli:unenlary commission. 
The inmgcs of the I 991 coup. carried Jive on 
television around the world are fixed in history: 
President Boris Yeltsin :!lop a. tank: brave ,·olunteers 
defending the White House and the disarray and 
public drunkeriness of tl1c plotters . 
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SEAC activists encourag.fa· 
students to help out ca.use 
By Aaron Butler to do anything effective. We tty to Coordination of SEAC activities 
Staff Reporter provide conccmcd individuals with for Illinois, Indiana and Michigan . 
There is a friend on campus for 
students concerned about the 
amount of litter scattered outside 
FanCT Hall, the giant smokestack 
looming over McAndrew Stadium 
or the debris washing onto the 
shores of Campus Lake. 
The Student Environmental 
Center began when a group of 
environmentally conscious SIUC 
students and area residents 
gathered to celcbralc Earth Day in 
1970 and has been a registered 
student organization since 1972. 
In the late 1970s and early 1980s 
the Center primarily focused on 
anti-nuclear activities, but current 
program coordinator Eileen Jiskra 
said that has changed in the past 
few years. 
"We currently focus on a 
variety of campus and local issues 
such as recycling, campus air 
pollution, and the proposed Crab 
Orchard hazardous waste 
incinerator," Jiskra said. 
Donna Braun, the center's 
group coordinator, said that she 
and Ramine Karimpour, l! graduate 
intern, WCTe busy planning center 
strategy"last week. 
"The majority of our 
community, and society at large, 
would like to do something to 
improve our environmc!ltal 
situation," Braun said. "However, 
they feel a Jack of empowenm:nt 
the knowledge and tools to help will take place in the center, 
them feel they.have the power to making:_ Southern Illinois .a 
be as effectively. active as they crossroads of activity in the region. 
choose." ~
Karimpour explained that 7ih . . ·r f 
because the center is the only e maJOfl Y O Our 
registered student organi~tion on community and 
campus to focus. entirely on • ' 
environmental protection, it has society at large, 
=~~;1~~~ly. especially as would like to do 
As a result of recent growth, something to improve 
several smaller, more specialized • 
organizations have fonned within our env,ronmental 
the center •. then moved on _to situation... We try.to 
pursue their own goals while . 
remaining ~n contact with the rest provide concerned 
of the environmental movement individuals with the 
through the center. 
Branch groups arc encouraged knowledge and tools 
because the center pursues a 
diversity of issues, and these to help them feel they 
small~r orga~iz~~ons can spend have the power to be 
more ume on mdiv1dual problems. 
"We arc the hub of campus as eff ective!y active 
environmental activity. If someone h ,, 
comes IO us with a concern, or just as t ey choose. 
an area of specific interest, we can - Donna Braun 
get them in touch with people who 
have the same concerns," 
Karimpour said. 
The center currently is in an 
important stage of its evolution, 
Karimpour said. 
The regional headquarters of the 
Student Environmental Action 
Coalition recently was 
incorporated into the center. 
Anyon~ interested in getting 
involved can visit the center's 
booth at the Saluki Fair Aug. 21 on 
the third floor of the Student 
Center. 
The group will meet every 
Thursday in the Interfaith Center 
beginning SepL 1. 
··-~" 
KrlJii,t . "o~... et."'. 
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Nead to Krystal i . . - - .. 
400 E. Waln-,t • Carbondale 
: 24'. Hoyrs a D11yl. ;r•············~··············-, : ,. . ·. -. . - <;:oupon · . - • 
'I . . F. RE. :E' DOUBLE KRYSTAL ~ . I 
· •. · . . · · with any purchase ~-"-~~ .) I 
'. :·· This 0rrcr,1cood at K,yslal In . . . ~· ~tal!: 
I ~~er ~~i,o~?~Fs:1~i~ ~ ,r ~ I 
' I special. One coupon per pcr.,cn . . . . · I 
: I• per vi~ 9/lS/94 N-• • te K,ys .. l•I !L••-•••••-•-----•-•--••-------~ 
1' I AM INJURED IN AN ACCIDENT 
DO I NEED AN ATTORNEY? 
Maybe not. Each personal injuiy action is unique, and 
.sometimes individuals can satisfactorily resolve claims 
,on their own without the aid of an attorney. 
If you are injured in an accident, we would be happy to 
evaluate your claim. We will fairly advise you whether 
an attorney would indeed further your best interests. 
Please call for an appointment if you feel you need 
assistance or advice. We provide honest representation 
foe ilie ~Muso/ 1·t' & 
LAW OFFJCE OF JAY B. HOWD 
51 l WEST MAIN IN CARBONDALE 
. 549-1100 
NO CHARGE FOR INITIAL CONSULTATION 
Crim~ biil proposal a plus 
for Clinton in negotiation· 
By Michael Ross 
Los Angeles li"!os 
WASHINGTON, Aug. 21-Mceting almost around the clock, 
congressional negotiators said early Sunday that they had reached 
tentative agreement on a sharply scaled-back version of President 1, 
Clinton's crime bill that would be put to a vote in the House later Sunday. 
· PUBllC NOTICE 
DIRECTORY INFORMATION 
SOUTHERN! llLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
AT CARBONDALE 
But in a sign that the epic legislative struggle over the troubled crime 
bill was far from over, e:d1austed Democratic leaders emerged from a 
marathon round of nearly continuous night-and-day negotiations to say 
they were not sure whether they had the votes to pass the legislation e\·cn 
with the suppon of the moderate Republicans with whom they had been 
negotiating. 
"It will be close, very close," said Democratic Whip Bili Richardson.of 
New Mexico. "We don't yet have the votes," Rep. Vic Fazio. D-Calif., 
added grimly as he emerged from a leadership meeting shonly after 
Under the University policy on the Release of Student Infonnation and Public Law 
93380 as amended, the University lJ)ay make accessible to any person external to the 
University "directory infom1ation" concerning a student, unless that student notifies 
the Office of Admissions and· Records that he or she objects to the release of such 
infonnation. Directory information is considered to be public in nature and will be 
released at any time upon request without prior approval from the student. Notice is 
therefore given that directory information listed below in respect to each student 
enrolled at Southern Illinois University at Carbondale will be available to any person 
midnight EDT. . 
Having spent all of the day and the previous night wrapped up in 
intensive negotiations with the GOP moderates on spending cuts, the 
D~mocratic leadership suddenly found itself late Saturday nigh I struggling 
' unless the student filed in writing with the Office of Admissions and Records a 
request to restrict release of student directory information to external sources. 
to counter a last-minute, but apparently cllcctivc, lobbying campaign by 
the National Rine Association, which is seeking to kill tl1c bill because it. 
contains a ban on the manufacture and sale assault weapons. · 
"The NRA had the field today," Fazio said, admitting that its fierce, , 
11th hour lobbying blitz had cosl Clinton's allies the votes of "a few , 
members" who have indicated they may support a rival crime bill ' 
proposal drafted by Republicans and some40 anti-gun control Democrats. 
Once again, he added, "the issue has come down to guns." , 
The House, its members increasingly short-tempered and full of t • 
partisan bile as De1,1ocrats and Republicans accused one another of acting 
in bad faith, was standing by all day for a rare Saturday session, eager by 
now to vote on almost any crime bill that comes to the floor so that 
lawmakers can finally begin a Jong-delayed summer recess. 
Bui the first of several critical votes-a procecdural motion that was 
used last week to stall the bill and force the White House back into 
protracted negotiations with both Republicans and fellow Democrats 
opposed to the gun ban-was later put off until Sunday while the .' 
leadership anxiously searched for more vo~ •. 
Between 30 and 40 moderate Republicans led by' fonncr Delaware 
governor Michael N. Castle were expected to vote with Democrats after 
an agreement to slice more than S3 billion from the crime bill's original 
S33.2 billion price tag. Most of the cuts were to come from crime 
prevention programs ridiculed by the GOP members as "pork." 
But there was still,no formal commitment from members of the 
moderate group, which was co.ming under heavy pressure from GOP 
leaders to vote against the new pac_kagc, The Republican le.1dcrship 
contended that not enough money had been. cut from, ''social' spending!' 
programs such as job training; midnight baskclball lcagu~ and other after-
school activities for violence-prone youths. 
· Some conservative Democrats who supported the administration last 
week indicated thariliey might switch sides to protesrtlie fact thal the 
leadership was demanding ·an ·immedia!J? vote on a compromii,c crafted: 
behind closed deers. _ · · ' 
"'Ibis is no way to legislate. ... We can't hold an intelligent debate if we 
dan 't know what's in the bill and it's going to talce most members w$. 
to figure out wJ!at's really in this agreement;" said Rep. Austin J; Murphy,.· 
D-Pa .• a,~ding that.he was "thinking seriously" of switching his vote. 
The University has designated as directory infonnation the following student 
information: 
Student name 
Student local address and telephone number 
Student home address and telephone number 
Date-of-binh 
Current tenn hours carried 
Classification (freshman, sophomore, etc.) 
Collegiate unit 
Major 
Dates of Attendance 
Degrees and honors earned and dates 
The most previous educational agency or institution attended prior to 
·· ·· enrollment at, Southern Illinois University 
Participatfon:fo officially recognized' activity or sport and weight, height and 
: pictures of members of athletic teams · · · 
Picture 
Any student enrolled for the Fal1' Semester who does not wish, to have released any 
directory information should contact, in'person, the Office ofAdniissions and' 
Recorqs, Woody Hall, Room A.,. I 03 by Friday, September 2;.1994~ Stu.dents who 
elect to restrict release of student-information must sign a stateni~nt to' that :«?ffect _ · : 
The restriction on, the reJe~,.se of student information. wm be valid until• September)', 
1995 and' must be renewed. annually each Fall Semester. · ~. · · 
Students who wish to verif:{ or correct the existing stude·nt directory information 
must also coittac;t in person, the Office of Admissions and Records, Woody Hall; 
Wing A, Roorri 103; -
Pai(j by the Office o{, Admi~sion~ 81'.l_(t R-ecor~s, 
. . . . . . . . . ~ .. . ' .. ~ ~ ~- -
I • • "· ,, r.- ~ 
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LOS ANGELES-Much of 
America will be glued to th~ tube 
during the OJ. Simpson murder 
t,;a), so why should the people in 
the courtroom be any different? 
Yes, the big screen is coming to 
the courtroom of Superior Court 
Judge Lance A. Ito. MaY.c that two, 
really big scrccns~7-inchers, to 
be exact-onto which visual 
evidence will be beamed for the 
benefit of jurors and courtroom 
spccllltors. 
The ultratech, interactive 
Evidence Presentation System was 
donated by a Los Angeles comJ)31ly 
called Trial Presentation 
Technologies, which is hoping to 
12 passengers 
injured in fire 
on cruise ship 
Newsday 
NEW YORK-With more than 
1,000 passengers on board, a liner 
returning from a five-day cruise to 
New England caught fire in New 
York Harbor Friday and was 
evacuated at a pier. 
Twelve passengers and six 
firefighters received minor injuries 
as a result of the early-morning fire, 
but what could have been a major 
maritime catastrophe had the 
22,797-ton Regal Empress been at 
sea was averted as passengers and 
crew members were safely 
evacuated. 
"A few. people were 
J)31licking-when you sec flames on 
a ship, it's a lit.tic worrying," said 
Paul Landers, a passenger from 
Westchester, N.Y. "But if it had been 
two hours earlier, things would have 
been worse." 
The white-hulled vessel-an 
aging liner that once sailed regularly 
froin New York to Europe as the 
Greek Line's Olympia-was 
passing beneath the Verrazano-
Narrows Bridge in a fine rain 
around 7 a.m. when crew members 
and passengers first smellc.d smoke, 
officials said. 
By the time the ship rcachc.d the 
pier, a three-alarm fire was blazing 
in a duct leading to the engine room, 
a storage room and the restaurant. 
which was emptied of passengers 
who had been eating breakfast, said 
Jerry Sanford, a Fire Department 
spokesman. 
The liner's whistle sounded a 
booming distress signal-siJC. shon 
bursts followed by one long 
blast-and life jacket-clad 
passengers crowded the upper decks 
as firefighters, notified by the Coast 
Guard as the ship steamed up the 
Hudson River, piled up the gangway 
and went about the dangerous, 
complex task of fighting a fire 
hidden within an ocean liner. 
"A ship fire is very difficult-you 
have passageways that go to decks 
below the waterline," Sanford said. 
"Everything is very confined." The 
first firefighters on board even had 
to use ·thermal detectors that find the 
blaze in the smoky conidors. 
The main body of fu-e in the duct 
was put out at 9:30 a.m. Stil~ 300 
fu-efightcrs spent several more hours 
dousing small, stubborn blazes, 
Sanford said. 
Some of the 1,006 passengers 
praised the crew and officers. 
"The crew was very calm and 
professional the whole time," 
Landers said. 
The Regal Empress' next two 
cruises were canceled. The Fire 
Department is investigating the 
bla,.c. The ship, built in England in 
1953, has been sailing out of New 
York for two years, making shon 
cruises to New England, Bermuda 
and the Bahamas. 
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. 457-8511, 529·1077 or 457·8507 • 
. lNS.U.RAN~JE 
Auto-........ All Drivers 
Health -......... Short & Long Term 
Motorcycles & Boats 
Home & Mobile Homes 
AYALA 
INSURANCE· 
4-57.-4-1- 3 
•
INSIGNIA 
lil'llril~'fca.v 
Qr 
EQUAL HOUSING 
OPPORTUNITY 
• Pool 
• Tennis Court 
• Weight Room 
• Laundry Room 
• Patios 
• Dishwashers. 
• Small Pets Allowed 
• Minutes to campus 
• Flexible Lease Terms 
• Furnished or 
Unfurnished 
• 1,2,3 and · 
4 Bedrooms 
Lewis Park Apartments 
---
800 E. Grand 
457-0446 
~ii; 'imian---------- ··----------:-- ----..-:.---- August22; 1994 . •· 
EXECEUEN'TRooMs"mic;.;;;,;,:;.,c;/c. COUNTRV: DUPLEX, on 2 acres; 1" ~AGRWDE~itilxl;;.;nws·1so: ~-~--~· '.snio ·:--s Wtt::> -ARE'in:· ·uv1TIIOUSAJiiiill..-->k«fo« ·. 
_$200/mo.utilind.529-2961. bdrm, 8 mm lo mall cathedralc .. 1,ng, 250. 2 bdrm, 14 w $275-350. 3 le~lin WO~ for a human Creditcan!s 7-12'.. low..rincounlry. •, 1•11MsrJ11•11. 
=========:;! sliding palK> dr in kitchen, $285 incl lxlrm1 14W$375-d50.Pel,OK.Renl , om wh.1o rem~ni in sci-I ColT'f'lelecatalog.$5.Thecreditsource· £$4#?'.WJLRJ!!!!/lJ' 
IIUND NIW APTS 2 ... .,,, heal & water. Na pets. 549-3973. now lor
0
1ha besl deals. • , .~ma and parMima ;?,itK>ns only TCS Box 15"6 SI Nq,les, R. 33939. . SINOUSDATIUNI '. 
fun,, • ever lived la, ready 4 BDRM HOUSE, furn, a/c, gas heat; ,CHUCKS RENTAIS. 529-4~-4• 1 . 20 miles lram S.1.U. Primarily .. ening OAYCARE IN MY HOME, lots of TlC, tho place lo maol : 
for fall. 5 I 4 s. Wall. C.•• no pets, close lo campus. Avail Aug 15. BRAND NEW l d wide mobile homes.- hours. Benefits in dude educalional afternoon openings CM>il, licensed. Coll 1°900°:170•0444 bt I 75 • 
over••• loelt.529-3581 457-7337. ~~~~~~n~tht~~~!;1g ~fni~~1t' lo P.O. Box. .Kathy 549-0759. Sf!°if..'t;! ~•01;=~~~ , 
er
529
·1S
2
0• C'DAlf: 3 BDRM, lum, c/a, lg yd, pe1s,close1oSIU.529·1324. · STUDENTS, VALUABIE EXPERIENCE ~ LIGALSIRYICU 
NEW AND NICE 2 and 3 bdrm. 605 ~5~0/:.io3t~w'dn! . .549-~i1';'. S\JMMER&FAU.,2bdrm,cloan,quiel, AVAIABlf. Fil~in, P.Jr1•6me, fufl-6ma · DI•-•.,_ USO. · 
W. CoDege, 2 bib from Morris librory; · ,well lial,ted, private dew waler & positions ~ with aclu• cl..tJ;; "DUI from $250. Car accidenls, per· ~~ display. 529-3581 or 529·_ -~~~'5~~w~!,r~t~~~; ·1,ashJum,doselocalT'f'U;. l993·9.C fNlntallydi ~.Allshi sonalinjurios,generalpradice. ' 
,. last dep rel $800/FaU models ava,1529-1329. . . ....,;lal,l,,, --,,I dlf- ullings. wi11' . IIO•nu. n~x, . · AFRICAN AMERICAN AND HISPANIC 
MURPHYSBOROHOUSE,W/2BDRM 1'.~.,123.290~ . EXTRA NICE, ld x 60, 2 lg bdrms, ==lo~~~ ~~_• ta...457'-H4S._ ,special.adu~~ffl9iors- Theclopa,t-, 
cpl, tvid·ngl bdrmroom, dini/ng3raom, $260Bi/ PUIIN 4 BDIIM, ,-ly decorated, ,cathedralceo1ings(superinsuloied,Fum, Bo,, 60, S. Wells Rd., DuQuoin, I~ :1NTRODUONGIOWCOSTiolu!ion1o men1_ol Educa~ P,yd.,lagy_~nd: 
-~~- River si'ti';... ;'°,.:~ da,nopels.Caf 549-0d91 or • 62832_ daycare, THECHILDCARfCOOPERA• S£1!Clal Edu~al1an IS~ •~cru•h~_ 
· ~r ~Ji.';'r:,W,,1'm;';::2,,i~~d27. • -457-0609. --------- 'llVENETWORK,isanon...,.,fa__,;ce' Al~Anwi~andH,~i;-;or 
houselor$400/mo.6B7-2475. --~------,-- CERTifl. CATION REQUREI>. SAO.OO •designod lo match you;d,ild car• EducalionMajorslorecer,elnliningb-, 
M'BORO l BDRM, lease & dep, Cf>" ABDRMW/D da heat $660/mo 1· I BDRM, IARGE living room and perday.Gualiliedpersonsmayablain '.-dswiththoseol rt- 1111 . StateoflllimisT-"arCertilicationin' 
'pliancesfum,call68d-6775. 833-5807. l Q.;;; lo/1 ;,,,. share ~h1, ~~~l9i:!~=-nopels. cwlicalion 11'101aialsbyconloclinglhe· 'To joincallUso :,1529.,irs;; '· .learning disabo1itios, sooal/MW>lional!1 
1 & 2 BDRMS, ., • ..1.. mvwnted, near .bo12thmo, wla/dase• 'de$c~8.0/5
mo
555
•
1
:..._bd, rm
5
~
9
2_ _________ Dislrid ollice, 300 N. Springer SI., • · disorders and educable mental. 
''!'-'"T -.r-· • .,_ q 14•70 2 IARGE BDRMS, 2 bath, Carbondale, IL6290l. EOE. auUMU, nsuMU, lhat bes! disab;~ties. Su«euful """icanls wi11 1 
caorpu,, nicsonoble, many exlras, n:, .1315. central air, --nice, good localiora, WE Will PAY s "mlions _nip,_ )'<>U. SAME DAY SERVICE. n,ceivi, a~ s1ipend;tui6?", ,_ 
.pal,, ,157-5266. . 311 BIRCH IANE; 3 bdrm, 2 bath, 11D pels. 549-0491 « d57-0609. -w/ ~l_,ership~r ~ inser1' . ,57-2058, aslc lor Ron. . :=.i:'!i .:r~ •i:u•;,:· ~:; 
2 BEDROOM, APPl, water, trmh, n:> corporl, w/d, avart Sep l, $495/mo. lWOBDRMS22512x5S. l singleorl ~nls mlo !lie Daily E!l)plian. call THESIS. MANAG~ENT SER.VICES• qo,iries lo: Dr. NonnaJ. Ewing. p ·ec1· ::=J, ~ ~~f- $270/mo, -d mi 529-3513. marriedcouf>l'!only.dean fum wat« Slier,-; Allen O 536-3311, ul 212 ii From proposal lo l,nal droh. Call 457• .. Direclor Oopartmenl of Edi,~ I 
=========~! NEW 3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH. Nice ·1rash,lawn,a/clncl.No~s.3'm1ami. inhnstedindaleslorFal'94. :20selor"alraeapf>1.AsHorRon. · Psychok,gy and Special Educoti:'; 
APH, NOUAS, a TIIAIUU bd. Couple or 3 adults preferred. on •~le 13- 549-6612 or 5•9·300~ ACCEPTING APPUCATIONS FOR STUDENTS SAVE UP TO S<Ron caD, Soulhern lllinoi1 University al· 
~~Ir I~~;, 15~'.3':;'\';°';';. so~ ;{f,.£,7:.·~~fisi'- 5 mi =~~RCX)M APARTMENTS . tr~!~~~~~S~ mar: -= ~l[~~971d, Box 368 ~%~~~~~,10C'dale, IL 62901.' 
1820. ,i BDRM, 2155.Honsarnon,w/d,c/a, ldeol lor •i~gfe,! Affordable, 'luiel;_ "CHILDCARE IN my home. Ona infant, - BUY OR SEllAnli·saxual horm•n•,r,' 
la~ A iloble Aug 1 $600/mo· clean, lum,shed & a/c. Cable lV 9 am-3 pm M-Fri Makanda •"P African American, & Wilclile T-.him. 
APTS, NOUSU, a TIIAIUU 1irs1, Ja,j + =..rity. 549-2090. ' ~fable. Exe::;! locat~:ualed preferred, ;:Jen,nce;n,q. ,157-2587. (,-!,om lo adult BX lg). 529-4517. • 
close lo SIU. 1,2,3, bdrm, summer THREE BDRM, l bath, c/a and heat, >""rd~!;'~- 'Ike ~°"Park' or:=.- PROMOTIONS COOR_DIN~TOR ;.::,::==:::::a:::c::::====:::::::=::::: YOUNG LIFE ALUMNI REUNION 
or fall, furn, 529-3581 or 529· fenced yard. Across the .ireel from Roule 13. Two mtles eosf of Univenily WA!fED axp a plus, woff 
I 
lrain. '']" BUY ~~SE ~ slories I~ Caslaway, Windy. 
1820. calT'f'us. $550/mo. 525-2179. ~.;h:~IB~~ :i~~l!! k :::t t~t :,r;cl~~~n~ ~;.:J CID. NEW· Si'ECIALTY ITEMS dub !::,':';.,u ;'~ c;:.:_s~ 
.NEW AND NICE 2 and 3 bdrm. 605 heat &cooking isa flat rate of $50per core 457-5641. HUGE SEIECTION • BEST PRICES Merv Kel,o, YL Diredor. TUESDAY,· 
W. eonege, 2 bib loom Morris fibrnoy. month. 9 roo lease. Na pels. 549,6612 ACADEMIC ADVISOR The De $$ INAAIIT CASN S S Aug 30, swim, A:30-5:30 pm; Supper, ~ display. 529-3581 or 529· ..._ _______ __, doy,5d9·3002nighl. mentolRoclio-Tele,;sion._,b:X.:!~ c;a':_';"J:.~~DS· 1;~t~it~·,l:,,~~~!~:!.d;~~• 
M'BORO, IARGE APT in briclc house -~~~~f_~~f~5~ J~~;'°n;!'~~7,,~~':~;ft~es'!'oo'" JEWEIRY- otii~~is -WATCHES 6 '30 pm.) . 
for 2·3 pe,sons. Water and trash incl. RENTAL UST OUT. Come by rec, ,106 1/2 E. Slob.-, 815-d98-9651 undergraduates. Master's degree ANYTHING OP VALUIII 
~);~6Sr.:.~t~,;,, $400/roo. ~~t'l,<;,;~ ~1~.'~~8~~ lo • ~~!:EDpus~f :a~e °', ~; a&,'.10"'1n~~re'.;~ed-5i~f,·•;,:._pren~eandlerrwiedl~-;:~\;net 821 S. tf A~i7-683l. f SffAWlfEl!/CBISIS.' , iPREGIYAIYCY CEIYTBR 
IC~~-1::,._ ~~ -·-.. ~.::1 RoxanneCourl. ,157-7995. ~';;;~:~;~=~: ~ ;.;~:~,. POKER PLAYIU locaopoof lo Ad-- M,--,-~,0=~~ 5 BDRM FURN, 2 bath, c/a, no pels, 5. 2 BDRM ~OBIIE HOMES, Sld0-~. I ad el mirol Riverboat in SI. Louis, e.changa 
BHCKINRll>OI CTS. NEW 2 ~~!;~torpus, 419 S. Washington,. ~::~I \0 ~•;nr,,,':,0 ;'i'.;_u~ J!;~ f;'. ~=.\ R6~r.=-nSI~~; -~'sj.~~t ideos about the game. Call• I ~e:fi~t~ ·54g:.2794·· 215-W~~I-~ 
~~Ti~~~·s".1risf'.l1a-1'Tsf.wf. 1-------c----~--, 1539. an Equal Opportunily/Allirmalive k.·. - . . 
4 BDRM, QUIET, walk lo SIU, w/d, cl c/ I .....1 !K>n Employer. ! __ 
a, pa!'.:>, • ew inside, furn+ 2 1tory ? _BDt,RMpel.s2 o/'_THs3' soa/mo' ir_o/54ac9~55· 93as5 ,ACCEPTING APPLICATION FOR" D' a1e ly·-lg driveway., very cloon, firep!cc:e, nee 0t; 
fiomey. 549-0609. afler 5:30 or leave message. . :::it!~all"1~~~ i',':Jt!~ O:-, in· Egyptian 
Clas'sifieds . NICE 3.4 BDRM AT 603 N. Oalloncl. 1 BDRM, nicely furn, :iear campus, Hardwood floors, w/d, large yard. reasonable, mpals, ,157-5266. GIANT aTY LODGE is hiring for the A•ail now. $600/ mo plus deposit. following positions: SERVERS, an od-
457-6193. MOVI IN TODAY 1 per>0n vanl~ for 'J'ticonb ~ h"".e some 
'CLEAN 3 BDRM, a/c, w/d, d/w, lroilar.2mieaslC'dolo. l0x50, • brea asl and_ unch ':"a,bbfty, a;I • _;;;, ., •• _;-;:,_, ,,, 
' rpel Na I Au 15 $675 Mobile Homes a/c. $l,tO/mo. 529-3581. st~e~Y~~roen<e " p~ERel~1cj ,, .. - ., l 1 ...... :f ~ 
~,e: 207 r~Uo~. d57-512f""", NICE, SMAil, 1 person, 8>.30, dean, EN!3INEERS!dishwashers) no ex·I "-'.[:sf:~; 1'_::~i-f1tf,¼, , ,:_; •)!"",-p,1,;·)) ,C;~.:,.?' 
. FROST MOBILE HOME Pao!<, 2 bdrm, ·.406 S. Wa.hinglon Sl 40/mo 529. pcr,ence requored. PREP COOK, .:oo~-! _,;::7"",L~ ~;t. ':< , ~, ~ _.,.'; ,. ½. • ·'?" .-,.. 
:~~Ui:.:.~,~~,~~.:r .lum,gos,a/c.457-8924. 1820or529-358l. • ~;~~:te:;:;~.:.ing~ill! ~;;~~;, - w;i&~B:ckl ~~ 
nope1, 549-4808 f9M1·10PMJ. ~~ti~H;~ct:\~ i~s~~ !:.:~1t~jS,D,~:".!i~c;i:'i~ Call457-492l. ,"f-:,~· I missed you !BSLycar. ~ 
FOUR BEDROOMS MJ:°ckbl;>"~~:,'~:l/::•1.oca1K>n1, 457-2862. .. NEW COMPANY RECRUmNG direct! ~~-~ llere is lo a &real year .~ 
2 bath I f • sher/d COUNTRY u:'1NG 2 bdrm, l baih. :::::~;;j~·~'.iwiii'~~: !,,-~t_t..\ lo&cl.her. 11.ove you] ~ 
lum/u~ri:':.ra~orr:.a 549.4ho9 l!:i:"i!'::~~;,/i•:..~ pelmos+O_f:_3
68
nu,:°5 ~~3olC'dole.S235/ 727Benton,IL628l2. , ~-~-._ .-,i>q 19a•10pml. RoxaMe Mol,,1e Hom:, Park, 2301 s: • _...,,. ~ ..., · . WAITRESS & BARTENDER needed for'_ >-~~ Lw-e ~•~:< 
=========::! I Illinois Ave., 549-4713·· Gliuon .,.ening shifts. calf 684-5451 or cpply_ --=~ 7eue ~~~-
~~~~~!~ti.!~~":, ~1~:.me Park, 616E. Park SI.,, in penan at 1ha Molfy-0 Depot, 1701 ~;., • -S. 
luxurymo.ierbath 2cargarage 9reat 'Wofnut,Mboro. ~-::S:---~~ 
lamilyneiglh,~. lglol. $850/mo. 2_BE~~!!:HfD,CARFfED, ~R~~RAMONEY, , ,KITCHEN HEIP NEEDED,cpplyin per·! 
loo>eoplion po..a.le. 549-3973. ~~~ ~~~n 5;".'f;~i. ease, 542-5915. :i ~. ~::.·~~!:"prJ~~: , ~-i .. .--i ... --... 
!!'~'.Yia~~:;;i !~. s~fs".li~ir NC/W LEASING FOR loll & winier, NOMI TYPISTS, PC usors needec!. University Mall, C'dafe. 
· ,157 .,121 0. S~5.ooo potenlial. Dela~,. . 530 HR MIN. Sell funny college T-shirts.' 
super nice singles, doubles & 3 Call (11805 962-8000 Ex!. B-9501. , .Pro/ii $3·$9/shir1. Risl.-lree. Choose 
bdrm bcated one mi lrom SIU. Furn, IJTTIE CAESAR'S WEST now hiring; from 19 designs. Free catofog 1 ·800-
nalural gas furnace, a/c, carpeling, delivery drivers. • 7()()-6240. 
well maintained. Special role< atthi, For info call 457-3363. ---'-------
~(,~ ~o!~~c.'';;;~. :it.;/~ ~~;:;~s tt~:::,a;:,,":j PARK TIME PERMANENT maintenance. 
S300/ roo otif incl. 529-1324. person /or !railer court. Musi have 
FEMALE AlleNDANT FOR Disabled . 
woman. Wo,k morning, af!.,moom &" 
Sat. 549-d320 leave message. PROfESSIONAIS, ONLY exdusive W. 833·5475. ~';;;.• fool,, and transportation. 
WANTED, TEXT800K READER lor :;.~ =~ i~:!t· ~r;.::i 
Powell a1536-7850. , 
Kent Dr. New!,, remodeled thooughoul, C'DAIE: NEAR SI airport, 10 ~ 50, EXPERIENCED RECEPTIONIST/ 
fireplace in family rm, c/a, nicely unfum,a/c,nope!s,Sl75/mo.Dep& VETERINARIANtechnci tedparl 
landscaped.$1150/mo.534-5461. rel.529•230~. - lime. Coll Sp<e:,,.. Vel~~i:i; Clinic 
c
1 
'DALfl;: NEAR 
1
s1 airport, 3 bdrm, C'DALE: 10 X 50, qui el, private,: _Mo_n_·Fr_i_l0_-3_:3_0_. 4_57_·_4ll_1_3. __ l-rn~===i=""' 
am; raom, unum, no pals, S435/ unlum,a/c,nopels,$175/mo.Dep& /.\COONAIDS IN STUDENT CENTER 
mo, & rel. 529.23o4. rel. 529-2304. now hiring, neal appearance required, 
A BETI IF YOU CAN AFFORr $600/ _W_I_D_O_I_W_O_O_D_H_IL_L_S_, 2-&-J L-'opp_ly_i_n_peno_n_. 4 __ 5_3·_8-_50_5·..;.._ _ __, 
l:°u:."'Rek~~:;~~f,:i~-~!'::~ t;:r; ;.;~,~- 't~1l~~i;ts,9;;'t~· ~l~:t;i~T~~'. ~~:e ":""~: 
3 BDRM, 2blb from Rec Cwter. furn, weekday> 1001 Ea.i Park Street. UniversityMaU. t DAN'S MASONRY & Wateoprooling. 
m pets. 529-3581 or 529·!820. . MENTAL HEALTH DAY TREATMENT Bc:semen1/loundatK>nrepair!f)8cialislsc 
2 BDRM AT 810 N. Carico 
4 bdrm al 314 E. Hesler 
MOVI IN TODAY l person counselor/casemanoger. To provide Bnck, bbclc, concrete. Aoors f.,.ofed, ~t~~ 1~j=~ ~~"is\~~ SO, doy lrrolmenl .,....ices lo menial healih _93_7_·3_d66_. _____ _ 
4 bdrm al 608 E. Park 
______ _, 1 dienls in oddilK>n lo providing counsefJ POOLS by DAN lnground pools our ing and ca,e management seovices. specialty. Al>D ol,o;e 9raund pools. 
Goss properly mgmt, 529-2620. 
BRAND SPANKING NEW 2 bdrms. 
Cambria. Washer/dryer. $400. Na 
pels. Very nice. Hurry. 549-3850. 
ABEJi"i'' (OU CAN AFFORD S600/ 
mo ,,..a. ;-ou'H rml this 16,80 J bad, 2 
both mobo1e home. References required,'. 
529:4_444. 
Lers Make a Deal!. 
mt 3 '8&'/Y1'.~ml(S 
Limited Offer 
SUGARTREE APARTMENTS 
3 LOCATIONS IN CARBONDALE. AND 
1 LOCATION. IN MURPHYSBORO 
529-4511 529-46 ll 529~6610 
Bachelor's in human services requirod: Coll 937-3466, anytime. 
;!,~i:~~~~~~~~~~ir. ~~: HORSE BOARDING at Shy-Mac Farin, 
,wile 101 carlx,ndole,IL6290l. Dead-· slalls & paslure, 10 min from COIT'f'US. 
"line Au 26th. EOE. 529-4770. 
IPOSITIONS AVAILABLE 
FOR FALL 
Cir~ulation Driv~~s · 
• Hours 2 n.m. - 6 n.m. 
• Good driving record n must. 
i All npplicnnls must hnvc nn ACT/FFS on file. 
All mnjors ore cncourngcd lo apply for nll positions. 
' The Daily Eb•yptian is nn Equnl Opportunity Employer. 
Pick up your npplicntion nt the Dai[j~gyplian 
Business Office, Communications Bldg., Rm. 1259. 
Mondny through Fridny, 8 A.~1 •• 4:30 P.M. 586-8811 
Daily.Egyptian 
"We Lease For Less" 
FREE Bus to SIU 
I 
FREE Indoor Pool 
FREE Water & Sewer 
'I 
FREE Trash Disposal 
FREE Post Office Box 
Single Rates Available 
'l 2 or 3 Bedrooms • 1 or 2 Baths 
~-----~-----
hi'COffling SalukifreshmE!rl 
ready to a·ccept challenge 
Page-25•' 
~~ -----m rr<ooa m::=.Y 
RECEIVE UPlO $3,211) 
PERYEAR . 
By Sean Walker 
Staff Reporter 
llte 1994 Saluki volleyball team 
is tuning up for another winning 
season this fall with a mix of 
veteran players and a talented 
recruiting class. SIUC posted a 
14-13 o,·crall record hL~t vcar and 
a 7-9 mark in the Missouri Valle,· 
Conference action. • 
The freshman class consists of 
middle hitter 1'vlonique Gah·in. 
outside hitters Elizabeth Donath 
and Trac\' Eggers. setter i\lonica 
Harden anl~nilk-on red shin 
freshman and defensi,·c specialist 
Martisha Wilson. 
SIUC head coach Sonrn Locke 
said the freshman class ~viii have 
to work hard to learn the SIUC 
s,·stem. hut with a staff of I 0 
returning lettermen they should 
have no trouble. 
l11e team has been practicing for 
three hours twice a dav since 
August 12th and the ne,,:comers 
have had a rude awakening to 
college vollevball trainin". -
.. T-hesc practices a~e much 
harder than I· ,·c e,·er seen:· 
Harden said. ··1 played in high 
school. but I never really worked 
0111. I just showed up and started 
and now I really have to play the 
beM I can evervdav." 
In addition t~ the physical 
trnining aspect of playing college 
vollevball. the freshmen are also 
trying to deal with playing against 
women who arc as good. if not 
bencr than them. -
Eggers. who was a high school 
MVP. said the trnnsition from high 
school to college has been a 
challenge. 
··1 n-ow have someone to 
compete against. I have to work 
and push to play on a differem 
level than I am used to,"' she said. 
"It's like starting over. I have up 
and down da,•s. but I ha,·e the 
older player·s support and that has 
made it easier to compete with 
them." 
Donath. who is getting over a 
knee injury. said th~ practices arc 
1ough. but rewarding. In addition 
10 the normal team workout~. she 
adds one extra hour of knee 
conditioning for rehabilitation. 
"It is nice to play Division I 
volleyball and finally be 
challenged:· she said. "It's a lot 
tougher than what I am used to. 
''These practices are 
much harder than I've 
ever seen. .. Now I 
really have to play 
the best I can every 
day." 
- Monica H3rden 
- but mentally I feel good about my 
accomplishments so far." 
Locke said she expects I 00 
. percent out of every player on the 
court, but the freshmen arc going 
to have to pay attention and learn. 
"They arc going to have to 
realize from the start that they will 
have 10 make changes," she said. 
"They will have days of 
frustration. They may feel like I 
am picking on them from time 10 
time, but every one of ihem needs 
constant feedback so they will 
change quicker." 
Many of the freshmen have 
found the other players to be more 
than just a team, they are like a 
second family. 
"I have been kind of homesick 
lately. but the team is like a family 
and they pick me up," Galvin said. 
"Coach Locke and the rest of the 
Air Force ROTC Junior and Senior 
Incentive Scholarships 
• * UP TO $1,000 Per semester for junior 
and senic-r Professional Officer 
Candidates {POC). 
* UP TO $1,000 - $1,200 per year 
tax-free allowance. 
REQUIREMENTS 
* Full-time.student (grad or undergrad), 
any maJor. 
AGE: Max of 25 upon graduation, 
waiverable for prior service. 
* Minimum GPA: 2.35 Term & 2.5 
Cumulative. GUARANTEED 
follow-on job as Air Force Officer 
at $24,000+ per year, $40,000+by 
fourth year. 
PLUS 
FULL SIU TUITION WAIVERS STILL 
AVAILABLE FOR MOST AF ROTC 
STUDENTS! 
Staff Photo by Shirley Gioia 
Freshman outside hitter Tracy Eggers returns the ball. The 
vollyball team was practicing Friday afternoon·at Davies. 
gymnasium. Eggers is one of four freshman recruited for 
{*Minimum GPA: 2.0) 
Our introductory course, AS 101 starts 
August 23. To register 
CALL 453- 2481 
team have made me feel 
welcomed since the first day, and 
that has really helped me get the 
confidence to play hard every 
dav:· 
Eggers said she hopes 10 bring 
the team another strong right side 
hitter and deepen the squad's 
threats. 
"It has been my dream to play 
Division I collegiate volleyball 
since I was in fifth grade," she 
said. "Now that my dream has 
come true, the team has been VCI)' 
supportive in helping me get the 
courage to work hard. The team . 
has been behind everyone. of us 
freshmen since the first day, and 
that has helped me feel like I am 
just like everyone else." 
Returning junior letterman Beth 
Diehl said the new recruits arc 
hanging in there and are very 
willing to learn. 
"I was a freshman once too, so I 
share my experiences with the new 
freshmen and we talk through their 
problems," she said. 
Donath, Eggers, Harden and 
Galvin were all recr"uited, but 
Wilson walked on last week and 
made the team. 
"I'm going to be red-shirted this 
year, but I'm going to spend that 
time conditioning and working out 
to reach the level of the other 
players," Wilson said. "I played 
volleyball for Tennessee State for 
two years before coming to 
Southern Illinois, and I have 
learned more in the first two days 
of practice here than I learned in 
my entire time at TSU." 
Being the only red shirt 
freshman has not put a damper on 
Wilson's spirits, though, she said 
she is going to practice with the 
team and learn. Her goal is to be .. 
physically and mentally prepared 
and to be an asset to the team next 
:-eason when she gets her shot to 
pl:.iy. 
Inspirational leader Diehl said 
the secret to the freshmen's 
success is to "just hang in there 
and keep smiling." 
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Return to football unlikely, 
yet offer to Gibbs still open 
By Vito Stelllno 
The Baltimore Sun 
The list of coaches who 
walked away from pro football 
and never came back is a rather 
short one. 
IL pretty much starts with 
John Madden and ends with 
Dick Vermeil. 
It may be time to add a thinl 
rome to the list: Joe Gibbs. 
When Gibbs turned down the 
Carolina Panthers last spring, a 
lot of people weren't convinced 
that no meant no. The Panthers 
haven't hired a head coach yet 
and still seem to hope Gibbs 
might change his mind since his 
son, Coy, plays his final year at 
Stanford this fall and Gibbs' 
Washington Redskins contract 
runs out after this ~n. 
But as Gibbs approaches his 
second season away from the 
sidelines. he oocsn 't sound like a 
man who's coming back next 
year. 
"I'd never say never, but I 
made my decision last year," he 
said. 
He's now busy running his 
NASCAR team and making 
'96 team picks 
feature talent, 
clean playing 
By Scott Howard-Coop.ir 
Los Angeles Times 
USA Basketball says it will start 
putting together the 1996 Olympic 
team in the second half of next 
season, starting with the coach, 
most likely Atlanta's Lenny 
Wilkens, after the all-star break and 
then the play.:rs sometime in the 
spring. 
That's when things could get 
interesting, because the best talent 
might not make the cuL 
Larry Johnson and Derrick 
Coleman might have played 
themselves out of Olympic gold 
medals with their trash-talking and 
physical antics during llte recent 
World Championships. USA 
Basketball wants the class to have 
class. 
With that in mind, Sam Smith of 
the Chicago Tribune, based on 
interviews with committee officials, 
presents the early line for the 
Allanta Games: 
CENTERS-Shaquille O'Neal, 
David Robinson and Alonzo 
Mourning. 
FORWARDS-Shawn Kemp, 
Scottie Pippen, Horace Gran1, Chris 
Webber and Glenn Robinson. 
GUARDS-Reggie Miller, 1im 
Hardaway, Anferncz Hanlaway and 
Joe Dumars. 
Dumars might have been the 
most popular member of Dream 
Team II, but he will be 33 in the 
summer of 1996, by which time 
Latrcll Sprewell should be reaching 
his prime as a shooting guard who 
can penetrate, play defense and be 
an emergency point guard. 
And when did John Stockton 
suddenly gel tossed to the scrap 
heap? 
speeches, and he will be a 
regular on the NBC pre-game 
show trading quips with Mike 
Ditka. He'll watch Coy's games 
this fall before Coy leaves 
Stanfonl in February to join the 
family racing tcam for the start 
of the new season. His other son, 
J.D., already is part of the lrom. 
Gibbs seems set for a life 
without football, allhough he 
still misses the game at times 
and jokes about the seasons 
when he slept in the office three 
nights a week. 
"I miss my old couch with the 
rats scampering across the 
floor," he said. "I miss that old 
building; a lot of wins came out 
of that thing." 
In Gibbs' last year, 1992, the 
Rctlskins moved to a plush new 
facility, but they haven't had the 
success they had in the old 
building. 
Gibbs paid a big price, 
though, for his success in that 
old building. He was exhausted 
after 12 years of round-the-
clock attention to detail. His 
health is fine now and he 
doesn't seem ready to get back 
into that meat grinder again. 
\ 
\ 
, 
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CLUBS, from page 28--
physical education and vice-
president of the SIUC rugby club 
said the main reason he joined is for 
the competition. . 
"I played football throughout 
high school, but I didn't ha,-c the 
physical siz.e or strength to compete 
at the college level,"· Prato said. 
"Rugby allowed me the ch3111:e to 
stay competitive." 
Prato also said that time spent 
with the rugby club provides an 
atmosphere similar to that of a 
fraternity. 
"it's almost a fraternal expe-
rience, except that the focus ts on 
the sport rather than on social 
responsibility," he said. . 
There are many team and 
individual clubs to choose from. 
Team sports include: cricket, field 
hockey, floor hockey, ice hockey, 
rugby and volleyball. Individual 
· sports include: equestrian, karate, 
ultimate frisbcc amd wcighllifting. 
Students whc are interested in a 
club that is currcnlly not available 
at SIUC have the opportunity to 
start their own. 
Students interested in joining or 
starting a sport club should call or 
visit thr, Recreation Center 
Information Desk at 453-1273 or 
call Tara Hubert at 453-1256. 
VOLUNTEER!! 
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SPEED, 
from page 28 
Homer said the team goal 
is to win the MVC 
Championship and she also 
has a personal goal. 
"The most important goal 
is for the team to win 
championship and I think we 
can," Homer said. "Person-
ally I would also like to 
qualify for nationals." 
Th: tc:im bcgirn its !mDI al 
home in a dual meet with 
Soolh:ast~mSqi.3. 
r,Tv 
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The best point guard in the game 
can't slip that quickly behind 
versatile Anfcmce Hardaway. 
Trivia time: How many times has 
Pat Riley finished out of first place 
in his 12 years as an NBA head 
coach? 
Huskey huff: Apparently the 
fallout from Don James' res-
ignation as Washington football 
coach nearly a year ago still hasn't 
ended. James' successor, Jim 
Lambright, fired offensive 
coordinator Jeff Woodruff, who is 
also James' son•in•law. 
~ DIAll H•T•H•I HHIINSIIAD 
·gllll!? -----·sawttr ~nuitr-~·-· 
- · .MP.to. 4.4% . 
llf IT fHIY mu m IIAlf I lllll IIITUCf Cllll&T CIU. 
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FOOTBALL, from page 28-· 
would be back at 248 after lunch 
and probably be back to 249 the 
next day," he said. 
also gave the athletes praise for 
coming into camp in good shape. 
"Their strength levels were 
good, very good, in fact," Salmon 
said. "I'd have to be quite positive 
in commenting on the group 
overall." 
Improving the team attitude and 
creating a winning attitude, 
accomplished our overall objective. 
to work on bringing, the team 
together and teaching them to play 
hard and with enthusiasm," he said. 
The Saluki football cunain miser 
is slated for Sept. 3 when SIUC 
hosts Tennessee-
Martin. 
"It's nonnal for players to lose 
only a couple of pounds a week in 
two-a-days • but we're com-
fonable with anything under thrcc-
pcrcent. There's no doubt about it, 
though. this is the largest group of 
newcomers I've seen here 
since we moved to.-------------------------. 
Division I-AA." Punlping, • ', Up',. '. .  ·· • Strength testing wa~ the 
first preseason ta~k for the 
SIUC veterans and rookies 
as players underwent a 
series of physical exam-
inations ranging from 
bench press to vertical 
Saluki Football strength tesiing ~.~ hig~s 
leaps. 
The result.~ of the recent 
tests arc compared to Category 
numbers the athletes 
registered before leaving 
for the summer to 
determine how good of 
shape each athlete is in. 
VemcalJump 
Cleans 
Squats 
~nch 
Dips 
Mark Neal 
Tommy Anderson 
Jeff Gill 
Leonard Lynch 
Mark Neal 
._ )~ 
Team;Best 
37inches 
315 pounds· 
500 pounds ; · 
~5pounds 
51 
Watson said he was 
pleased with the overall 
results of the testing and 
believes the rigid con-
ditioning exercises help 
keep his team healthy. Souro,: SIUC /,\en's Sports Information by Jennifer Ronen & JP Rhea, Daily Egyptian 
"Only one kid did not 
make the conditioning test and . though, 
that's a big reason why our was Watson's main goal for the 
injuries are down," he said. opening days of the season. 
Strength coach Doug Salmon "In the first week, we 
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greatly from newcomers. which team has going into the sea.~on is against Missouri, Kansas. and Air : ~ • 
include Stelios Marneros from the health of Embenon, who has Force. • •c• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Cyprus. been having leg problems. SIUC will get its toughest ARBONDALE MARION 
"(Mameros) performed tremcn- Embenon said the result of his conference competition from University Mall Illinois Center 
dously in the European Division II injwy is nol known yet. but he cxpccl~ Illinois State, Southwest Missouri 549_4466 Championships and could be the to be able to perform thisseaoon. and Drake. 993-5253 
team's top runner." Cornell said. The team's schedule is tough, The Salukis will open up in the: .'-"c-=1"""-"=c..,o,="~::::.•1:..:.:".:....' ________________ _j 
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Saluki football opens strong Sports clubs 
offer athletes 
sports choice 
By Grant Deady 
Sports Editor 
a.m. before the players were 
allowed a break for lunch. 
Aflemoon practice got underway at 
2:30 p.m. with position meetings 
and wrapped up around 5:15 p.m. 
with a full team practice. 
awesome," he said. "'The attitude is 
good and we just ha\'e to continue 
to believe." 
coach Doug Salmon for keeping 
the players in good health by 
closely monitoring the players 
during two-a-days. By Chris Clark 
Staff Reporter 
Even though the Saluki football 
opener is still 12 days away, the 
most dreaded part of the sca.wn for 
the players is already over. 
Two-a-day practices came to a 
close for the SIUC griddcrs 
Saturday after 11 days of the 
marathon training sessions. The 
morning practices kicked-off each 
day at 8 a:..m. and ran until 10:45 
Saluki head coach Shawn 
Watson said the players responded 
well to the rigorous daily agenda, 
but team morale did slip a bit 
towards the end. 
One of the positive things to 
arise from the prescason training 
was the lack of player injuries. 
With the exception of a few 
slightly knicked-up offensive 
lineman, the Saluki players arc 
headed into the season injury-free 
right now. 
Thompson said the biggest risk 
during the prescason drills is 
weight loss, even though practices 
arc designed to avoid the heat of 
the day. 
"A 250-pounder could lose five 
pounds in a morning practice, but 
Students who are looking 
for a way to stay 
competitive in their favorite 
sport and interested in 
something more serious 
than intramurals and pick-
up games, can take 
advantage of SIUC sport 
clubs. 
"We've got the two-a-day blues 
right now, but the kids have been 
Watson credited SIUC head 
trainer Ed Thompson and strength see FOOTBALL, page 27 
Along with the more 
ordinary offerings such as 
bowling, floor hockey and 
soccer, there :u:e also the not 
so ordinary. The SIUC sky 
dogs and the Japanese 
league soccer club join 
roller hockey, lacrosse, 
triathlon and wrestling as 
new additions to the club 
sports roster which now 
stands al 36. 
There arc many 
differences between sport 
clubs and intra-mural 
sports, with the biggcs; 
being independence. The 
clubs must schedule thci: 
own practices and raise: 
their own funds in order to 
operate. 
"The beauty of sport club:; 
is that they can functioo 
independently," sport cluo 
graduate assistant Tara 
Huber said. "All dccisior.s 
are made by the officers uf 
each club, and as long ;;s 
they follow certain 
bureaucratic guidlines, there 
is no problem." 
There are also n,) 
deadlines for membership 
in sport clubs, but som,: 
clubs are harder to join than 
others. "Each club has open 
membership policies, and 
clubs like volleyball ani 
open, but highly con\, 
petitive," Huber saidJ 
"Others, like soccer anc 
aikido arc also open. bul 
not quite as competitive." 
Vince Prato, a junior in 
Staff Photo by Shirley Glolll 
Sophomore wide receiver Brodie Gruver gets some football team practiced last week at the field behind the 
Individual attention from head coach Shawn Watson. The Arena In preparation for the season beginning Sept. 3. 
see CLUBS, page 26 
Men Harriers ready to rebound 
after last season's title revocation 
By Doug Durso 
Senior Reporter 
llic Saluki men's=~ rountty team i.~ 
looking lo reclaim the Missouri Valley 
Conference Championship this fall after 
seeing their litle taken ::way la.'it year and 
also are looking lo excel as one of the 
nation's top ie.am~ 
-~uki cmch Bill Cornell said the team's 
immediate goal is to win the MVC 
championship, but also to strive for the 
National Champion'ihi~. 
''We want to win the conference, but we 
also want to challenge the Big eight 
schools like Iowa State, Oklahoma State 
and Kansas to get to the National 
Championships." he said. . 
Cornell said the squad will be more 
focused this year, because an 
administrative error cost them their 
championship la.'it year. 
"A~ a result of la.'it year I think the team 
will come out with more determination to 
prove 10 everybody that we are the best 
team in the conference," he said. "I'm 
really excited about this year with 
everybody coming back and some 
ncwrumcrs who should really help," 
Cornell said on any gi\'cn day several 
diffcrcnl runners rould be the best on the 
tcun 
"It is great when your team is so deep 
and talenled that five or six mem~ of the 
squad could stt.-p up at any lime," he said. 
Among the top returnees the Salukis 
will count on arc sophomore Neil 
Emberton and senior team captain Garth 
Akal. 
Emberton won last year's MVC 
Champiort'\hip with a lime of 25:28, and 
Akal has been a steady performer 
th.-oughout the pa.'il few years. 
Emberton said the team should be e\'en 
better than la.'it year, but he Y.ill not be sure 
until the team pcrf orms in compctilion. 
"On paper we should be a stronger team 
than la.'it year, but the main thing is to stay 
healthy and 00 the best WC can," he said. 
Cornell said Ilic leant al<;0 Y.ill be helped 
see HARRIERS, page 27 
Women runners' speed 
expected to boo~t team 
By Doug Durso · ju.'il an awesome talent." he said. 
Senior Reporter DcNoon said another key to the sca<;(Jll Y.ill ~c 
the dc\'eloi:-mcnt of the new runners, espcciaUy 
After a di,;appoinling fourth place fini.'ih in the Kelly French. who arri\'CS from Canada. 
Mbsouri VallcyConfcnn:cO1ampionshipl:N}=, '1l1i.~ is the bt.."it fn....Junan cla.,~ l'\'C h:id since I 
dJC wom:n's am; cwnny tcun Y.ill tty to rcluind ha\'e ~'Cf! here." DcNuon said. "I'm really c.witcil 
this 5C3SOl1 wilh a young. talcnt-hl.:n squ:d about Kelly f-rench. whose best lime would ha": 
Saluki head cooch. Don DcNoon, said thi.~ team put her sixth in the champion'ihip la.'it ye-ar." 
has the best leg speed of his pa.'il t=. One of the hunlles the team will have to 
"The diffcn:nce between this team and those in ovcn:omc i.~ the lack of experience of the youn1: 
past years is the leg speed of the runners," runners at the cross country distance bccau.<,e mos: 
DcNoon said. ''We ha\'e a lot of runners who ha\'e of them are U.<,e to shorter distances like the 400 
raced in the 400 and 800 met= and ha\'c a really and 800 meters. 
good push." The team also faces a challenging sclxdule thal 
The Salukis will be led by seniors, Jennie includes non conference opponents like Kansas 
Homer, Deborah Daehler and sophomore andNocreD.uneandadifficultMVCschooule.. 
standout Kim Kocmcr. DcNoon said he expects to be in contentio~ 
Hcmer, who is the squad's aH:aptlin aloog Y.ith with Indiana State. Illinois State. and Drake for dr.. 
D.ichlcr, said she likes the idea of being a leadt.-r. conference crmm. 
"Guiding Ox: young runners and stepping into "We are in one of the best conferences in the: 
the role of a leadt.-r along Y.ilh Dchby (Daeftler) i.~ country," he said. "With Indiana State, who 
sollk.'lhing I look forwanl to," Homer said. finislnl fm;t la.'it year, Illinois State. who fini~ti 
Along wi1h the performance of the seniors, third, return basically intact and Drake, who is, 
DeNoon said he expects K~ to ~~of~ always strong. this confcn:ncc is extremely tough." 
team'smostimponantrunnc:r.;.>~: • '!'.';\.~~)!~;·,.,.· : · , · 
"Kim h:id a really i:#i~'~•~is .~ 189 SPEED, page 26 
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